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D
r Mahathir Mohamad's vic
tory was expected. An incum
bent President of a party who 
is also the Prime Minister has 
a tremendous advantage over 

his rivals. This advantage is to some ex
tent psychological since high office com
mands the aura of authority and the pres
tige of power. 

INCUMBENCY 
In Malaysia, the advantage of incum

bency is enhanced by other factors. There 
is still a certain d~ree of reverence for 
the man at the top -reverence rooted in 
the feudal attitude of unquestioning 
loyalty to the leader. The strong chaJ 
lenge against the UMNO President and 
Prime Minister does not mean that this 
attitude has disappeared altogether. It is 
there but devoid of its earlier pull. Dr. 
Mahathir and his supporters were in fact 
referring to this 'loyalty trait' when they 
kept on alluding to UMNO and Malay 
tradition'. 

FACILITIES 
Besides, Dr _Mahathir quite unabashed

ly exploited the facilities of his Prime 
Ministership for his UMNO campaign. 
Apart from using the Prime Minister's 
executive jet in his campaign trips, he had 
no qualms about mobilising Government 
departments, statutory agencies and state 
institutions. Thus, the Ministry of Fi
nance, the Ministry of Works, the Malay
sian Industrial Developme(lt Authority 
(MIDA) and Bank Negara all came to his 
aid with facts and figures to counter some 
of the allegations made by his rivals. The 
announcement made by the Minister of 
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Finance two days before the UMNO Elec
tion, withdrawing the proposal to scrap 
the pension scheme for those who had 
served in the Government for less than 10 
years, was perhaps the most blatant 
example of the misuse of State authority. 
It showed that the Government was pre
pared to forego the 852 million ringgit it 
would have saved annually through the 
abolition of the scheme for the sake of 
ensuring victory for Dr Mahathir's group. 

DEFENDERS 
The use of State facilities and State 

power aside, the Mahathir group 
also managed to project itself as the only 
real defender of Malay rights and Malay 
interests. Of course, their opponents 
from the Razaleigh-Musa camp also 
presented themselves as protectors of 
'the Malay language, religion and culture'. 
But the Mahathir group was more success
ful partly because it linked its defender's 
role to certain 'external threats'. The 
group claimed that there was a Zionist 
threat, in addition to the threat posed 
by the West and the Superpowers. 

The idea of an outside threat has, in 
the past, often worked well with UMNO 
in particular and the Malay community in 
general. Such threats, whether real or 
imagined, rapidly assume some credence 
within groups or communities that are 
psychologically insecure. Party members 
or members of the community in ques
tion, quickly close ranks and give their 
unquestioning loyalty to their leaders. 
This time, however, 'the external threat' 
did not produce the same impact. rt may 
indicate that the feeling of insecurity 
is beginning to recede within a conunu-
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nity which is not only politically pre
eminent but no longer perceives itself 
as economically helpless. 

ALLEGATIONS 
If anything produced a great impact, 

it was all those allegations against Tunku 
Razaleigh and Datuk Musa. Backed by 
both the print and electronic media, 
Mahathir and his friends skilfully exposed 
how the two men were also involved in 
the decision-making process of some of 
the so-<:alled 'prestige projects' that they 
were now criticising. More than that, the 
media was used, without any sense of 
restraint, to create doubts and suspicions 
about the character and integrity of 
Razaleigh and Musa and their followers. 
All sorts of skeletons were pulled out 
of their cupboards - while the skeletons 
in the cupboards of Mahathir and his 
team could not be dragged out and put 
on display in the same manner, thanks 
to a controlled media which, during 
the UMNO campaign, became incredibly . 
sycophantic. Needless to say, a couple 
of newspapers refused to cringe in abject 
servility. 

WORKING TOGETHER 

However, in the ultimate analysis, it 
was not the allegations against them 
which defeated the Razaleigh-Musa team. 
Razaleigh and Musa failed to convince 
the majority of delegates that they could 
work together. After all they had fought 
two bitter campaigns against each other 
for the Deputy Presidency of UMNO in 
1981 and 1984. Their followers had been 
in mutually antagonistic camps for the 
last 6 years. It was undeniably true that 
there had been some victimization of 
individuals in one camp by leaders in 
the other camp. There was the fear that 
if Razaleigh and Musa were elected to 
the two top posts they would not be able 
to forge a workable relationship in the 
party, and more so, the Government. 
The earlier rivalry could force one to 
upstage the other. UMNO wanted a 
stable, workable pair at the apex of 
party and Government. Mahathir and 
his 'running-mate' Abdul Ghaffar Baba, 
had demonstrated that they could work 
together. By implication, they were in 
a better position than their opponents 
to ensure a stable, secure national leader
ship. Perhaps this was what clinched 
victory for them! 

DISSATISFACTION 

Now that Dr Mahthir has won, how 
will he handle party and national affairs? 
This is an important question to ask 
because the results of the election for 
the UMNO Presidency show clearly that 
there is widespread dissatisfaction with 
Dr Mahathir's leadership. How else can 
one interpret the 48.5 per cent vote 
that went against him? Dr Mahathir 

won by the skin of his teeth: he had a 
majority of only 43 votes! (Mahathir 
polled 761 votes as against Razaleigh's 
718). 

UNPRECEDENTED 
The narrowness of his victory is signifi

cant for two reasons. There has never 
been a sustained, organized challenge of 
the party President by UMNO members. 
Indeed, an incumbent President has never 
even been opposed in a party election. In 
1951 when there was a vacancy for the 
President's post, 4 persons vied for it. 
In 1978, Tun Hussein was challenged for 
the Presidency but he was the acting 
President then. Given thls background of 
a party that is not known to oppose its 
President, there must be something 
seriously wrong with the incumbent's 
leadership, if the challenger can come so 
close to toppling him. Indeed, old timers 
in UMNO would argue that even if the 
challenger had obtained only one-third 
of the votes, any one of the earlier 
UMNO Presidents, moved by a sense of 
honour would have stepped down grace
fully. For it is undignified, from the 
standpoint of a political tradition that is 
averse to open confrontation, for the man 
at the top to hang on to his position 
when it is obvious that he has lost the 
confidence of a huge proportion of his 
followers. Of course, no one is suggesting 
that Dr Mahathir must step down. He 
need not. And he should not. Democratic 
principles would demand that he remains 
in power. But it is important that he fmds 
out why there is so much unhappiness 
with his leadership. 

THE URBAN VOTE 

This unhappiness is by no means 
confined to the UMNO membership or to 
a segment of the Malay community. It 
must be remembered that iri the August 
1986 General Election, the over-whel
ming majority of urban voters rejected 
Dr Mahathir's leadership. It is significant 
that the issues that had disillusioned the 
urban voter are, to some extent, quite 
similar to the issues which have now 
begun to disenchant the UMNO delegate. 
Leaving aside important ethnic concerns 
where they differ, the urban voter and 
the UMNO delegate are both disturbed 
by the rapid economic decline and the 
apparent inability of the Mahathir 
Government to arrest the trend. 
Both are perturbed by the lack of foreign 
and domestic investments, by prestige 
projects, by the various financial scandals 
and in general by what they term as 
'the crisis of confidence' in the leadership 
of Mahathir Mohamad. It is worth noting 
in this connection that opposition politi
cians and social activists in urban areas, 
like the dissidents within UMNO, believe 
there is an ever-growing gap between 
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word and deed under the Mahathir 
regime. 

RESPONSIBILITY 
For these two reasons then - his near

defeat in a party that traditionally 
acquiesces with its President and the 
urban opposition to him - Dr Mahathir 
has a moral responsibility to evaluate the 
style and substance of his leadership. It is 
his duty to democracy to ascertain 
whether something has gone wrong with 
his policies, whether his manner of con
ducting Government has alienated others. 
He must examine himself: He must be 
self-<:ritical - a virtue which he extolled 
at the UMNO Assembly. Is it possible 
that some of his heavy industries, like the 
Proton Saga, were wrongly conceivecr- • 
especially in view of the recession? Could 
it be that billion ringgit tourist projects 
like the one in Langkawi, are largely for 
prestige? Is it true that the UMNO deal 
or the EPF-Makuwasa operation bene
fited individuals close to him? Has pri
vatization been manipulated to serve the 
interests of certain cronies? Is there any 
suggestion of this in the privatization of 
Sports Toto or in the North-South 
Highway project? Equally important, Dr 
Mahathir must ask himself whether he has 
really been consulting the Cabinet or the 
UMNO Supreme Council on major issues 
or are decisions made by an inner group 
which are subsequently communicated to 
the Cabinet and the Council? Or, to put 
it differently, is there a clique around him 
which allegedly dominates politics and 
business? As a result of this, is it true that 
only certain individuals in UMNO and the 
Government have easy access to Dr 
Mahathir? Dr Mahathir could have laid to 
rest many of the allegations against him 
by allowing an independent Commission 
of Inquiry to investigate his leadership of 
both party and Government. Alternative
ly, he could have admitted some of his 
mistakes and taken remedial measures on 
his own. Instead, he continues to insist 
that he has not made any mistakes and 
there is no need for him to make any 
changes to his policies or his political 
style. 

THE ASSEMBLY'S PLEA 
The UMNO General Assembly, how

ever, does not hold the view that Dr 
Mahathir is incapable of making any 
mistakes. That is why almost half the de
legates did not vote for him - partly 
because they were not convinced that his 
leadership was the best available. Dr 
Mahathir must therefore take the cue. 
The delegates were in fact saying, "We'll 
keep you but we are also aware of your 
shortcomings. Hence, our strong support 
for your rival. So make amends. Change 
your ways." His victory, in that sense, 
also contains a plea from the delegates, a 
plea to make changes to the style and 
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A fragile victory: schisms within UMNO are deep. 

substance of his leadership. The delegates, 
there is not the slightest doubt, want 
Mahathir to take into account the various 
criticisms made by his opponents and to 
make the necessary changes. Only if this 
is done would party unity be possible. 
The unity that the UMNO Assembly 
pleaded for during its deliberations was 
the unity of both the contending groups. 
The Assembly did not want UMNO to 
continue to be divided into Team A and 
B. In order to achieve a truly united 
UMNO after such a fractious intra
party struggle, many of the delegates had 
hoped that Dr Mahathir would be magna
nimous enough to accommodate some of 
his opponents. Through such accommo
dation, they had hoped he would help 
create a unity within UMNO based upon 
consensus. 

SACKING OPPONENTS 
Dr Mahathir is not even trying to live 

up to the hopes of the UMNO Assembly. 
Instead of examining his own leadership 
and policies as a first step towards esta
blishing consensus and unity, he has 
chosen to sack his opponents in the 
Administration. 3 Ministers and 4 Deputy 
Ministers were dismissed on the 30 April. 
Before that, Tunku Razaleigh who was 
Trade and Industry Minister, and Datuk 
Rais Yatim, the Foreign Minister, a 
committed Razaleigh-Musa supporter, 
who had failed in his bid to become a 
Vice-President, had resigned from the 
Cabinet. The upshot of it all is that all 
Mahathir's main challengers are now 
out of Government (Datuk Musa Hitam 
had resigned as Deputy Prime Minister 
in March 1986). 
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A WISE ACT? 
Of course, the Prime Minister has 

every right to dismiss those who are not 
willing to observe the principle of 
collective Cabinet responsibility. Those 
dismissed, it is true, had criticized State 
policies in the course ·of the UMNO 
campaign. But the question here is not 
whether one should exercise one's legal 
and constitutional right or not. The 
question is whether the Prime Minister's 
decision was wise or not. When a person 
has just managed to retain power with 
a paper-thin majority, when schisms 
within the party are deep, when the 
rancour generated by the contest has 
still not ebbed, it is certainly injudicious 
to sack one's opponents. It gives the 
impression that one is arrogant and 
haughty, that one is not prepared to be 
humble and accommodating even after 
one has been chastised by the UMNO 

. delegates. Even if the Prime Minister 
has very good reasons for dismissing 
some of his Ministers and Deputy 
Ministers, he should have flrst tried to 
convince the party that he is sincere 
about making changes to his policies 
and style. It would have made changes 
in personm:l less unacceptable to his 
opponents in the party. 

FACTIONALISM 
As it is, his immediate sacking of his 

opponents has reinforced factional 
feelings within UMNO. If Dr Mahathir 
continues in this manner, factionalism 
will become even more serious. Indeed, 
if the economy does not improve, or 
worse still, deteriorates further, there 
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is every likelihood that the anti-Mahathir 
faction in UMNO will become so strong 
that it will be in a position to overthrow 
him. This it may do through an "Extra
Ordinary General Meeting or at the next 
UMNO elections in 1990. It should be 
borne in mind, in this connection, that 
factions within UMNO today have 
tremendous staying powei, compared 
to the little cliques of the sixties. For 
there are fairly independent clusters 
of Malay millionaires now who are able 
to bankroll the political battles of a 
particular faction or its leader. 

However, if factionalism within 
UMNO is nqt curbed immediately 
through intelligent, enlightened remedies, 
both the party and the nation will suffer. 
Dr Mahathir and his friends will spend all 
their time and energy trying to destroy 
the opposition within UMNO. They will 
give little thought to the rejuvenation 
of the economy or to problems of re
shaping the nation's financial institutions 
and esnsuring public accountability. The 
opposition within UMNO, on the other 
hand, may try to place obstacles along 
Mahathir's path, in order to score 
political points against him. The nation 
will then be bogged down by a fierce 
inter-factional struggle within that one 
political institution that matters most to 
good, effective government in Malaysia. 

This is why instead of demonstrating 
his power and authority immediately 
after the UMNO election, Dr Mahathir 
should have displayed qualities of leader
ship which will strengthen the sinews 
ofUMNO,- and indeed, the nation. 

• Chandra Muzaffar 
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T 
he recent UMNO election was 
like a General Election. The 
issues that were raised, the 
personalities involved, the 
manner of campaigning, the 

media coverage, the way in which most 
dailies, the Radio and Television were 
exploited by a certain faction, and most 
of all the intensity of feelings on both 
sides, all helped to create this impression. 
Indeed, it is doubtful if there has ever 
been a party election like this in any 
other parliamentary democracy in any 
part of the world. The importance it 
had assumed for the political 
development of the country puts it in a 
category by itself. 

It is of course not difficult to explain 
this. The stakes were terribly high in this 
election. The delegates to the UMNO 
General Assembly were not just choosing 
their leaders; they were electing the 
nation's Prime Minister and Deputy 
Prime Minister. That an election within 
one party - albeit the main component of 
the ruling coalition - could become so 
crucial is a reflection of UMNO's 
significance in national affairs. To say 
that UMNO dominates Malaysian politics 
is to state the obvious. 

How did UMNO become so important? 
Why is UMNO so dominant? Its domi
nance is so great that some analysts are 
convinced that we are almost like a one· 
party system. This is not really true 
for we still have a variety of political 
parties and a certain degree of inter· 
party competition. Be that as it may, 
it would not be wrong to say that we 
are a one-party dominant system. 

THE EXPLANATION 
There are many reasons why our 

political system has developed this way. 
The character of our socio-ethnic structure 
and the changes it has undergone would 
be one of the main factors. In a society 
of diverse ethnic communities, there 
is undoubtedly a certain bias within 
the political system towards the Malay 
community. This ethnic bias expresses 
itself specifically through a class bias of 
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Dr Mahathir Mohamad more than any other": . 
UMNO leader in the past- has consciously 

or unconsciously bestowed the party with a 

role which has dwarfed all the other Barisan 
Naslonal parties. 

The control of wealth and power is still 
concentrated at the higher levels of society 

sorts - that is, a bias towards the Malay 
middle and upper classes. Such a bias is 
to be expected in a situation where the 
control of wealth and power is still 
concentrated at the higher levels of 
society. Now, the middle and upper 
classes within the Malay community 
have been expanding rapidly in the last 
15 years or so. And the party that 
articulates and represents the interests 
of these classes is UMNO. As the Malay 
middle and upper classes become more 
and more powerful, UMNO, the party 
that presides over Malaysian society, 
is also becoming stronger and stronger. 

While the dramatic growth of the 
Malay middle and upper classes is due 
largely to education and urbanisation 
it is undeniable that a specific policy has 
also contributed to this process. This is 
the New Economic policy (NEP) 
launched in 1969. The NEP has 
accelerated the development of the Malay 
middle and upper classes with its 
emphasis upon the creation of Bumiputra 
entreprenuers, executives, managers and 
professionals. 

There are other policies of the post-69 
period too which have accentuated 
"Malayness" and therefore enhanced 
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UMNO's role. The National Education 
Policy through which Malay has become 
the main language of education and 
administration is one of them. The 
National Cultural Policy which accords 
primacy to indigenous, essentially, Malay 
culture, is another. 

Apart from policies and the socio-eth· 
nic structure, the orientation of the 
political leadership of the eighties is also 
responsible for UMNO's dominance. 
UMNO President and Prime Minister, 
Dr Mahathir Moharnad - more than any 
other UMNO leader in the past - has 
consciously or unconsciously bestowed 
the party with a role which has dwarfed 
all the other Barisan Nasional parties. 
This became very clear during the 1983 
Constitutional Crisis. When he commufli. 
cated at all it was with the UMNO 
Supreme Council. This was also the case 
in the Sabah upheaval and the Memali 
tragedy of 1985. Even when Dr Mahathir 
is forced to provide some clarification of 
scandals such as MBF or UMBC or 
Marninco, it is the UMNO body that is 

. often briefed. So while UMNO has always 
been the most important element within 
the ruling coalition, it has, under Dr 
Mahathir, become super-important. Of 
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course, his critics would argue - as they 
did during the recent party election -
that it is not UMNO or the UMNO 
Supreme Council but Dr Mahathir him
self, who enjoys this super-important 
position within the coalition and 
Government. 

The Barisan's overwhelming electoral 
power reflected in its control of four
fifths of the scats in the Federal Parlia
ment and most of the State Assemblies is 
also a factor. Since UMNO is stronger 
than all the other Barisan parties put 
together in almost all the legislatures in 
Peninsular Malaysia, the party has 
become very dominant. The legislative 
and electoral dominance of UMNO, in 
turn, is the outcome of overwhelming 
weightage for rural constituencies which 
has been increasing since 1974. This 
increase in electoral weightage coincides 
with some of the other changes since the 
early seventies which we have looked at -
changes which have also made UMNO 
more powerful. 

Partly because of UMNO's dominant 
power and partly because of its own 
internal problems, the Malaystan Chi
nese Association (MCA), the second most 
important party in the Barisan, has been 
getting weaker and weaker in terms of 
authority and influence in the last few 
vears. The weakening of the MCA, and to 
some extent, the Gerakan, another 
Chinese-based coalition party, has 
enabled UMNO to reinforce its domi
nance of both the Barisan coalition and 
the Barisan Government. 

CONSEQUENCES 
Having analysed the reasons behind 

UMNO's dominance, Jet us examine some 
of its consequences for society. It is 
obvious that it has resulted in the emascu
lation of the democratic process. When 
one party becomes very powerful, the 
significance of other parties whether in 
Government or the Opposition must 
necessarily diminish. It becomes almost 
impossible to compete successfully with 
that dominant party. What this means is 
that no other party would be able to 
offer a viable alternative to the electorate. 
And yet the possibility of power changing 
hands is one of the features that distin
guishes a mature democracy from an 
under-developed one. 

Besides, the concentration of power 
with UMNO or its leadership has also led 
to the decline of Parliament. Since 
UMNO is what matters, it is UMNO's 
thinking on national issues or public 
policies that counts. Parliament's reflec
tions on issues and policies are of second
ary importance. This is why it is not what 
Opposition Parliamentarians or Barisan 
backbenchers say about the NEP which 
will influence the policy's future; it is 
how UMNO delegates feel about it that 
is crucial. 
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Like Parliament, public opinion, ano
ther pillar of democratic society, also 
does not enjoy the importance which is 
its due, partly because of UMNO's 
dominance. All the earnest, sincere 
efforts by the public to compel the 
Government to become more account
able, before and after the 1986 amend
ments to the Official Secrets Act (OSA). 
failed to evoke a response from the 
Government leadership. However, once 
accountability emerged as an issue in the 
struggle for power within UMNO Dr 
Mahathir decided to release information 
to the people on various Government 
projects which hitherto had been kept 
confidential . It just goes to show how 
impotent the general public is, compared 
to UMNO . This impotence was evi
dent in yet another incident connected 
with the recently concluded UMNO elec
tion. Government leaders had all along 
refused to budge on their decision to 
abrogate the pension scheme for those 
who had served less than 10 years with 
the Government, in spite of demon
strations and mass meetings organised 
by public servants and in spite of the va
rious memoranda and appeals submitted 
by them However when it became clear 
to Dr Mahathir and others close to him 
that the abrogation of the pension 
scheme was a major source of dissatisfac
tion with UMNO delegates, especially the 
public servants among them, the Govern 
ment decided to rescind its decision, two 
days before the UMNO polls. It is obvious 
that it is not public opinion, or public 
interest societies or trade unions or any 
of the other established institutions of 
parliamentary rule that the UMNO-led 
Government is concerned about. What
ever the issue, and whatever its merits 
or demerits, it is what UMNO thinks 
and feels that matters most. 

UMNO's dominant centre-stage pre
sence has also affected ethnic relations. 
Because the other Barisan parties, nearly 
all of whom represent specific ethnic 
communities, have been reduced to 
insignificance, there is growing resent
ment among them of what they rightly 
perceive as "Malay dominance". Among 
the non-Malay communities as a whole 
(and this includes the Kadazans and 
Dayaks as well), Malay dominance is 
often regarded as the greatest threat to 
their interests. As long as UMNO insists 
upon maintaining and perpetuating its 
dominant position in the Barisan and the 
Government, there will be no ethnic 
harmony. 

But more than the impact upon the 
democratic process and ethnic relations, 
UMNO's dominance has affected UMNO 
itself. It is partly because so much power 
is concentrated within the party leader -
ship that it has become so factionalized. 
Since the larger democratic process does 
not have much meaning, many Malays 
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who aspire for power or seck political 
change, invariably turn to UMNO. 
Besides, UMNO is almost synonymous 
with Government which, needless to say, 
is also a consequence of its political 
dominance. The authority the party re
presents and the influence it embodies, 
serves as a magnet to attract the political
ly ambitious. Consequently, UMNO has 
become an arena for fierce competition 
for power. The ensuing feuds have given 
rise to factions and cliques. 

CONCLUSION 
This is why one of thewaysof reducing 

factionalism within UMNO is to make it 
less dominant. To make it less dominant, 
the leadership could, for a start, make the 
Barisan a little more meaningful. There .. ' 
should be a sincere endeavour to incor
porate the other Barisan parties into the 
decision-making process. National policies 
should be formulated by the Barisan as a 
whole through the process of consulta
tion and discussion. Major issues con
fronting the nation should be debated 
by all the component parties of the coali
tion. In this way, the Barisan will, over 
time, develop a personality of its own. 
It will acquire an identity which would 
transcend the individual identities of its 
coalition partners. After all, the Alliance 
under the Tunku, in the fifties and the 
sixties, had an identity of its own. It was 
because the Coalition had a meaningful 
role that its component parties felt that 
there was some sharing of power. It is 
crucial that the Barisan also develops in 
that direction. If UMNO demonstrates 
a willingness to share power and respon
sibility with its partners it would cease 
to be dominant, or super-dominant. 
Instead, it will be seen as 'primus inter 
pares', the first among equals. In the 
process, UMNO itself, it is worth empha
sising, will become less factionalizcd and 
more cohesive. 

More important, in order to check 
UMNO's dominance, parliamentary 
democracy should be strengthened. If, for 
instance, the media is given greater 
freedom to express independent views, 
if public opinion is given just consi
deration in the formulation of govern
ment policies, if there is much more 
discussion and debate at the level of the 
rakyat on major social issues, it is quite 
conceivable that UMNO would be seen 
as less dominant. Similarly, if the system 
provides more space and scope for 
public interest societies, trade unions and 
opposition political parties to play their 
rightful roles, UMNO's power will be held 
in check. 

However, in the long run, the domi
nance of any one party or group can only 
be brought to an end through a more 
equitable distribution of power itself 

• Chandra Muzaffar 
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Political Thuggery 

0 n the 9th of March 
1987, the office of a Chinese press was 
invaded, and its officers assaulted by a 
group of Perak MCA men led by their 
Vice President. The incident was widely 
reported in the Chinese papers (for e.g. 
Nanyang Siang Pau, 11 March). It has 
also been reported to the police, and 
condemned by various quarters. 

All right thinking Malaysians must 
condemn any act of thuggery, especially 
when it is directed by a political party 
against journalists whom the former 
regards as untruthful. We have civil laws 
to deal with libel by others and thuggery 
against journalists, even when they 
are untruthful, must be regarded as 
fascism and be condemned as such. 

The police must investigate the case 
seriously and prosecute, without fear or 
favour, any one who is found guilty. 
Peace loving Malaysians must register 
openly their disgust against political 
thugs, and they must keep watchful 
eyes on the development so that none 
of the thugs would be freed quietly. 

• 
Wong Wing On 

lpoh 

Robbed By The System 

As an ex-student of La 
Salle School who remembers wanung 
and jogging in the sun to raise funds 
for the school building, I am very furious 
at what the Education Department and 
Ministry is doing! All this time, the 
department has slept in the office while 
Sabahans from the Kota Kinabalu and 
surrounding areas produced a prestigious 
school. When the job is done, the 
department steps in and claims the credit! 
The removal of the La Salle Brothers 
from the school is not without ulterior 
motives. 'Further improvements' is hardly 
the intention of the department in 
changing the principal, for this school 
is already fully improved! The so-called 
promotion exercise is just a shoddy 
cover-up. 

It is well known that this school has 
produced the top leaders of Sabah. 
Names need not be mentioned. The 
unique democratic parliamentary system 
existing in this school is certainly the 
training ground for producing more 
brilliant leaders of the future, but is 
hardly in the interest of the Federal 
leaders. For their own personal and 
political purposes, they would prefer 
graduates from these schools to be 
placid with robotic obedience and with
out independent brains of their own. 
So, on the pretext of standardisation, 
off goes the La Salle Brothers, in comes 
a boring routine education. 

To prove this contention, take a look 
at a former mission school in Penampang. 
Since the takeover by the Education 
Department, the school has lost its parlia
mentary system, has gone down in 
overall performance, the building has 
deteriorated and at present has not even 
got a proper toilet for the student:.. 
Worst of all, the school has been without 
a principal most of the time. Presently, 
it only has an acting principal and the 
department is not doing anything about 
this after removing the tradition of the 
school having a priest for a principal. 
I suppose that the position will only be 
filled when a person from 'across the 
sea' has qualified for the D1 scale and 
is a favourite of the Ministry. 

There are obvously many other 
ulterior motives but the Ministers of 
this country will conveniently brush 
this aside as "sensitive issues" and as a 
matter of "education policy"! 

• 
The Mouth 
Penampang 

More Council Bungling 

I n your April/May 
issue of 1986 you highlighted my article 
on Council bungling and its practising of 
double standards in its dealings with its 
tenants. 

Just about everybody in Penang knows 
that the Valuation Department of the 
Penang Town Council is now seeking to 
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"ram down the throats" of property 
owners newly hiked annual valuations 
in its supposedly five-year-once revalua
tion exercise to boost its revenue. 

In the light of the continuing eco
nomic slowdown which has gripped the 
nation for three years already and which 
certainly, to say the least, shows no 
signs of an early recovery, the Council's 
timing is most ill-advised and absurd. 
Business everywhere is all but paralysed. 
The factories at Bay an Baru, by and 
large, are reeling under the sustained 
recession. The private sector has begun 
introducing pay cuts. Even the Govern
ment has imposed a pay freeze on its 
staff. And about everybody seems to be 
turning to gambling, hoping for windfaltS' 
to balance his budget. 

Property prices have fallen by as much 
as 30 per cent throughout the country. 
Condominiums and even low-cost flats 
are literally going a-beqging. The Penang 
Development Corporation has also 
decided to slash prices of its properties 
as well as rentals by the same margin. 

The higher-ups in the Valuation De
partment seem to have acted too much 
on hearsay rather than being circumspect 
and realistic. One might even hazard the 
guess that they have been too dependent 
on the arbitrary and/or erratic feedback 
from the fieldmen. 

Thus we see the intention to increase 
assessments even on properties which 
had faced this very exercise only at the 
beginning of 1986! Worse, imagine 
a house owner being sent two separate 
assessment notices within a week -
with different annual valuations, namely 
$1,455 and $3,310 and consequently, 
different assessment rates, namely 
$167.33 and $380.65. And then, as 
suddenly, the department, per a cyclo
styled letter dated Nov. 28, 1986 (just a 
little over two weeks' later), acknow
ledged the joint-owners' appeal in respect 
of an earlier annual revaluation, namely 
$910. And all three documents concerned 
bore the signature of the Director of 
Valuation! 

Relatively few property owners - and 
all probably living on the outskirts of 
the city - will benefit from the current 
revaluation exercise - which gives the lie 
to the Council's "tongue in cheek" 
claim that it has, on average, cut assess
ment rates on properties by, in some 
cases, as much as 50 per cent. 

If the Valuation Department is effi
cient, the Council would not today be 
saddled with colossal sums in uncollected 
rentals and/or instalments on its proper
ties, and ratepayers especially owners 
would then perhaps be spared the 
arbitrary levies or assessments. 

Ng Moon Leong 

Penang 
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The Malaysian Dilemma 

I am writing this hum
ble note in response to an article in the 
Aliran issue of Dec 1986/Jan 1987 under 
the heading "Dasar Pemerintahan Di 
Dalam Islam" by Badriyah Haji Salleh. 
The content and essence of this highly 
controversial article is objectionable to 
many Malaysians. The inclusion of such 
articles in your Monthly is clear proof 
of Aliran's liberal attitude and open
mindedness. However, the writer of the 
article seems to be in favour of "Islamic 
Fundamentalism" and promotes it with
out shame and concern for the rights of 
citizens in a modem democratic State. 

The "injustices and evil" existing in 
our society cannot be corrected by 
introducing an Islamic, theocratic and 
dictatorial form of government that 
will impose more unjust policies and 
laws under the guise of religious fervour 
with complete disregard for the presence 
of other religions and philosophies in 
our beloved country. Theocracy has 
no respect for human rights of other 
races and cultures different from the 
ruling party. 

Racialism in Malaysia cannot be over
come by racists hiding behind the cloak 
of nationalism, or by opportunists who 
hide behind the garb of Islamic funda
mentalism. Both pretenders have no 
ideological base. The "fun$famentalists" 
are .shallow in their thinking and have 
now inclination to solve the day-to-day 
economic issues but offer a simplistic 
approach to our modem and sophisticated 
society in terms of politics, economy 
and human civilization. 

The "Malaysian dilemma" is that of 
chauvinism, racial arrogance and the deep 
rooted desire of one race to dominate 
the others. The infamous lecture by 
Abdullah Ahmad (in Singapore) is an 
attempt to project a Malay-dominated 
State which will be met with opposition 
by the progressive, justice-conscious 
people of Malaysia. 

Aliran as a social reform movement 
with considerable influence can educate 
p~ple in race relations and the benefits 
to be derived in a multi-racial and multi
religious society. The opposition parties 
can do the same. 

Communalism is like Nazism or 
Zionism and should be replaced by a 
more humane, wholistic socialism. As a 
matter of fact in a socialist State the 
Malay rights, the position of Sultans, the 
national language, the religion of Islam 
and Malay culture will be further 
strengthened side by side with the equal 
rights of non-Malays in education, 
business and job opportunities. The 
socialist State abhores the concept of 
separate identity and separate develop
ment as promoted presently. Discri
mination along racial lines is promoted 
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What justice the domination of the 
Armed Forces by Muslims in the 
projected Islamic State? 

by blind leaders like Dr. Mahathir who 
are hailed as National Leaders. 

The Malays can have their rights so 
can the non-Malays in a socialist State. 
Bumiputraism must give way to socialism 
because even a religious philosophy like 
Islam cannot do justice in a multi-racial 
and multi-religious society. The domi
nation of the Armed Forces in an Islamic 
State by Muslims is no justice when 
only Muslims are allowed to hold the 
highest office in the army. The abolition 
of interest in banking will not solve 
anything but create many new problems. 
The Islamic System of risk-prone, 
interest-free, loans will be abused by the 
directors of banks and financial institu
tions to enrich themselves at the expense 
of depositors and share holders. Corpo
rate corruption on a much larger scale 
can be expected. The culprits can escape 
punishment in a Court of Law claiming 
that under the Isla'mic System risk is 
khusus to depositors. Nowadays, life is 
different from what it was during the 
time of Prophet Muhammad s.a.w. when 
people were honest and simple. The 
Islamic economic approach to modem 
problems is too simplistic. Economics 
is much more complicated nowadays. 
Socialism does not mean that every 
industry will be nationalised but rather 
that people's natural talents, resources 
and manpower will be organised more 
efficiently. Singapore is a socialist 
State where capitalists can contribute. 
Singapore did not nationalise. Why 
should we nationalise! 

Think carefully before you support 
Islamic Fundamentalism. We will not 
abolish religion. Eygpt and Iraq, both 
socialist, are Islamic too. 

It is my sincere wish to share my 
thoughts with readers for the sake of 
truth, justice, freedom and equality. 
Please remember the incident of the 
caning of a Muslim, who drank liquor 
in Kelantan, imposed arbitrarily by 
ulamaks. Do we enact our Laws in 
Parliament or in State Religious Councils? 
Ponder on this before it is too late. 
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Sheikh Shahabuddin 
Kuala Lumpur 

Three Years To Table A Report! 

The Government has 
tabled the second special report of the 
Auditor-General, Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin 
bin Haji Zakaria on the performance 
audit of selected government operations 
and programmes to Parliament. 

However, what is shocking is that 
this was a 1983 Report of Tan Sri Ahmad 
Noordin, completed on 30 November 
1983, and submitted to the Government 
on 19 April 1984. The question the 
Prime Minister's Department, which is in 
charge of audit reports, must explain is 
why the 1983 Report of Tan Sri Ahmad 
Noordin (who retired as Auditor-General 
in May last year) was tabled in Parliament 
three years later. .. · 

This is entirely against the govern
ment's commitment to a 'Clean, Efficient 
and Trustworthy' administration . 

As the Auditor-General's Report on 
selected government operations and 
services is over three years old, its utility 
and relevance is highly reduced. There 
is also no memorandum from the 
Treasury as to what actions it has taken 
on the Auditor-General's Recommenda
tions, as is the practice with the Auditor
General's Annual Report on Federal 
Government Accounts. 

This raises the question whether the 
Treasury and Government had paid any 
notice at all to special performance 
audit reports of the Auditor-General. 

Performance audit is a new field , and 
must be fully encouraged. In the past, 
the Auditor-General had confined himself 
to the normal financial audit of the 
government accounts to ensure that 
accounts and other records are reliable 
and financial dealings made in accordance 
with applicable laws and regulations. 

In early 1978, the Audit Act 1957 
was amended to further provide for the 
Auditor-General to carry out 'performance 
audits', to promote improvements in the 
quality of management or operation 
by striving for greater efficiency or 
productivity. 

The 1983 Report reviewed $1,500 
million worth of government stores held 
by several government agencies through
out the country; two development 
programmes - namely village roads 
and minor rural development schemes; 
management of vehicles and food supplies 
by government departments which cost 
$100 million a year; maintenance of 
Marine Police patrol boats to safeguard 
Malaysian territorial waters. 

It is most regretable that important 
reports like the Auditor-General's Report 
was tabled on the second last day of the 
parliamentary meeting, which did not 
allow MPs time to study the Report or 
to give notice for a parliamentary debate 
on the Report. 

The Government should show that 



it is serious about the performance audit 
activities of the Auditor-General, and 
issue a memorandum on the various 
comments, conclusions and recommenda
tions of Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin in 
the second performance audit report. 
The Government should also make clear 
whether it is in support of the new 
Auditor-General, Datuk Ishak Tadin, 
carrying out performance audit to raise 
the efficiency and productivity of govern
ment services. 

Lim Kit Siang 
Parliamentary Opposi t ion Leader 

• 
Bakun Dam - Release the Findings 

The Bakun Dam Com· 
mittee of the Environmental Protection 
Society Malaysia urges the government 
to release the findings of the Feasibility 
Study Report, especially the Socio
economic Impact Report, in response 
to the assurance given by the Deputy 
Prime Minister, Encik Ghafar Baba to 
the Bakun residents. The government 
should let the people know about the 
resettlement plan and the compensation 
scheme if it is genuinely concerned about 
the people who will be resettled. Until 
today, no concrete plans have been 
announced! The Bakun residents are 
still kept in the dark about where they 
will be resettled, let alone their future 
livelihood. In addition, they have no 
idea how they will be compensated for 
their lands, crops, longhouses and their 
ancestral heritage. Will they be better 
off after resettlement? The BDC is 
deeply concerned about the future 
of the residents of Bakun area if the 
dam is built. 

Visits to the Batang Ai Dam resettle
ment area show that many of the re
settled residents are extremely unhappy 
about the government's actions. They 
were promised land and free housing, 
water and electricity supply by the 
authorities who persuaded them to move 
from the dam site. However, they later 
found that they had to pay $27,000 for 
a 'pintu' (one family unit), and had to 
pay for the electricity and water supply. 
They had to borrow great sums to pay 
for these because the compensation they 
got for their crops and longhouses was 
insufficient and finished. Many could 
not find jobs, and there was insufficient 
land for farming. The cost of living was 
higher after the resettlement, and they 
could not fish or hunt for food. The new 
longhouses were made of poor materials 
and some of the timber is already rotting. 

People who visit the Bakun Ai Dam 
site do not see these problems of the 

resettled residents, and the government 
has preferred to talk about the grandness 
of the project and often forgets its pro
mises. The same tragedy could well 
happen to the Bakun residents. 

The basic facilities in rural Sarawak 
are extremely lacking and real develop
ment there is slow. This fact is often 
neglected, or ignored, by urban residents, 
who generally enjoy the best facilities and 
services in the State. While many people 
in Kuching can travel on good roads and 
seek proper medical treatment when 
needed, and send their children to good 
schools, a large part of the population 
in the rural parts of Sarawak still do not 
have a reliable supply of clean water, and 
their children are suffering from one of 
the highest rates of malnutrition in the 
country. A ten billion dollar project 
(much of this sum has to be borrowed 
from foreigners) is not what we need. 
Even if 10% of this sum was to be spent 
to cater for all other basic needs, we will 
have real development for the people! 

• 
Wong Meng Choo 

BDC-EPSM 
Sibu 

The Communal Disease 

E ven though it is now 
some three decades since we got our 
independence, the nation is still in its 
infancy in trying to evolve a true Malay· 
sian identity. 

We have inherited the divide and rule 
tactics of the British and are now using 
it with greater sophistication to enhance 
our own communal and political image. 
Our politicians and our intellectuals 
are getting more and more concerned 
about achieving Malay unity, or Chinese 
unity or Indian unity and in the process 
have forgotten the fostering of the 
Malaysian identity. 

Why should the Malays, the Chinese 
and the Indians be united along racial 
lines? Is this not just out of the simple 
fear that if we remain disunited the 
community which remains united and 
committed to its racialistic strategy 
would outwit and outrnanouevre them 
on the political and economic front? 

This racialistic trend has destroyed 
the commitment of the people towards 
nation building. Crisis after crisis, scandal 
after scandal plague this nation. Why? 
Because the people are not just bothered 
by the damage scandais do to the nation. 
Because there is very little sense of 
pride and dignity irrour people. 

A number of our politicians have 
started off as communal heroes serving 
their race and the nation but had finally 
ended up serving their own selves. 
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Politicians and intellectuals with 
strong communalist bias have raked up 
a variety of slogans to induce in us a 
sense of belonging to this nation but 
all these slogans are just floating around 
as some senseless set of words because 
justice and fairplay must permeate 
all areas of social life before any of these 
slogans can have any real meaning to us. 

We are seeking compartmentalised 
unity because it facilitates the perpetua
tion of political and economic power 
in the hands of the dominant group. 
If we are truly seeking to build a pro
gressive, cultured and dynamic nation 
we should accept our multi-racial and 
multi-religious diversity and work 
towards the evolvement of unity in 
diversity. We should learn to respect'! · 
one another's cultures and religions, 
and learn to live and let live. 

When Malay politicians talk so much 
about Malay and Muslim unity the 
Chinese get more and more worried 
about their dwindling economic and 
political power. When Chinese leaders 
talk so much about Chinese unity the 
Malays get suspicious. We have ignored 
our Malaysian perspective and our poli
ticians are to be blamed for this sad 
state of affairs. 

Neither the national language nor 
our proposed national culture is going 
to unite the people of this country 
in the true spirit of brotherhood. If 
we deviate from justice and fairplay and 
keep harping on issues along communal 
lines unity cannot be achieved. Unity 
cannot be enforced. It must come from 
the heart. 

Cunning and crafty politicians should 
leave our political scene and men and 
women of vision, integrity and honour 
should come to the forefront in our 
political system. We need men of con
viction and not just schemers with an 
eloquent tongue, which is more often 
than not, forked. 

• 
P Raahugan 

lpoh 

The Non-Malays And The 
Syariah law 

A lot of comment was 
generated when the Kota Baru Syariah 
Court sentenced a 21 year old worker 
from Perak to six strokes of the rotan 
and seven days jail for consuming liquor. 
Besides that he and his partner were 
also fined $1,000 forcommittingkhalwat. 
Kelantan is the first state to impose 
whipping and now it appears that some 
other states too favour this foim of 
punishment for similar offences. 
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To make things worse we have the 
Pulai MP, Datuk Mohamad Rahmat 
calling for the whipping penalty under 
the Syariah Law to be imposed upon 
non-Muslims. We very well remember 
all those sex scandals and so on at R.T.M. 
when he was Information Minister. What 
happened to the Syariah Law then? 
Well, people know that he is using 
religion to project himself for the UMNO 
elections like others who came out of 
political oblivion to get cheap publicity 
for themselves. 

Let us take a look at the Islamic 
countries like Iran, Pakistan and Saudi 
Arabia where such pubishment is meted 
out. Adulterers can be beheaded or 
stoned to death; thieves can have their 
hands amputated, petty criminals and 
political opponents can be flogged. In 
this connection, how is adultery judged 
in Islam? Islam forbids strictly sexual 
relations between unmarried people. 
Iran, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan all have 
mandatory death sentences for adulterers 
- beheading in Saudi Arabia, stoning to 
death in Pakistan and execution by firing 
squad in Iran. And there are so many 
other kinds of punishments according 
to their interpretation of the Koran. Does 
Islam sanction all those pubishments? 

Do we really want Malaysia to be 
another Iran, Pakistan or saudi Arabia? 
Can we impose Islamic law in a country 
where 50 per cent of the population is 
non-Mushms? Let us all think rationally 
before we get carried away by state
ments made by some shallow-minded 
politicians. 

• 
Sam Junior 

Bruas 

God Be With You, Aliran 

I would like to ex
press my admiration for the good work 
Aliran has been doing. It has become an 
inspiration and model for many people 
working for the same cause. May you 
continue the good work and may God 
be with you always. 

• 
R Kho 

Kuctl lng 

An Open Letter To Aliran 
Monthly 

I am quite a new sub
scriber to the Aliran Monthly. The con
tents are good but I have a few comments 
and suggestions. 

Much has been mentioned about 
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everything that concerns the well being 
of the people in Malaysia and I personally 
feel that after reading the Aliran Monthly, 
one can know and understand more 
fully what is right and wrong with the 
government's policies, the Malaysian 
economy and the like. 

Unfortunately, what percentage of the 
population in Malaysia read the Aliran 
Monthly? Frankly speaking, a lot of 
people don't even know that Aliran 
exists especially those living in the 
countryside. They are less educated and 
more ignorant about government policies 
because the information they obtain 
from newspapers and RTM is insufficient 
and most of the time is pro-qovernment. 
Moreover, it is quite difficult to get 
copies of the Aliran Monthly from 
bookstores. 

In order to overcome the above, I 
suggest that the Aliran Monthly should 
somehow or other reach the ears of the 
rural folks. Also the magazine must be 
available like the Utusan Konsumer 
in most bookstores. 

Better still, unsold copies could be 
given free to rural folks. If possible Aliran 
should be printed in more languages 
for the sake of the people in rural areas. 

If rural folks understand fully what is 
going on in Malaysia through the Aliran 
Monthly then who knows the OSA can be 
amended, hopefully. 

Orang Kampung 

(We agree there is a need to reach out to 
the rural areas. To do so we need to publish 
the A/iran Monthly In our National Language. 
But the Ministry of Home Affairs had rejected 
our application to publish the Monthly in 
Bahasa Malaysia two years ago, though we 
have applied again. Those having difficulty in 
obtaining the Monthly should become sub
scribers. It's cheaper tool - Editor) 

• 
Let Us Salvage Our Leadership's 

Integrity 

The last ten days have 
been a period of extreme stress for 
Malaysia's national integrity since its 
political and financial leadership has 
come under a cloud. While we were 
trying to recover from the disgrace of the 
moral and commercial crimes committed 
in the mismanagement of the 24 Deposit 
Taking Cooperatives, our PM chose to 
publicly admit in London that the nation 
faced a dearth of leaders of high moral 
and ethical standing. The very next 
day we were shocked to read in the 
foreign media that the PM, ex-DPM and 
Tengku Razaleigh had been openly 
named in a Hong Kong Court as acting 
unethically in the BMF scandal. 
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Surely the time has come to rid 
ourselves of this corruption within our 
national leadership. SGS strongly believes 
that speedy action must be taken to 
salvage our national dignity and integrity 
by the immediate appointment of a 
Royal Commission of Enquiry to investi
gate all the problems mentioned above 
and recommend action to put this 
country's leadership back on the correct 
path. This is a proposal worthy of 
support by Malaysians of all political hues. 

Despite the unjustified accusation 
made against us by the PM and one of 
his cabinet members, we in SGS are 
ashamed by the developments of the last 
10 days and are keen to see the country 
led by persons of integrity, honour, and 
honesty - whether they be in the gpli
tical, business or civil sectors. As for 
ourselves our conscience is clear - both 
as to our loyalty to Malaysia and the 
mode of our operations and we will 
continue to speak up without fear or 
favour. 

Selangor Graduates Society 

• 
"A Racial Party" 

The Parti China Sa bah 
claims, "The majority of the Chinese in 
Sabah now feel that their political, eco
nomic and social interests could best be 
protected through a racial party." (New 
Straits Times, 28 January 1987). 

Let us suppose that the United States 
of America re-organises its political 
system based primarily on racial parties. 
Wouldn't the USA be denounced for 
promoting racialism? Can you think of 
even one country, other than South 
Africa, which would applaud such a move 
by the Yanks? 

Yet anti-racialist nations and move
ments say nothing about the racial-party 
system which prevails in Malaysia, at 
least outside of Sabah. Does their silence 
indicate approval, indifference, ignorance, 
or embarrassment? 

• 
"Orang Bunian" 

Australia 

In Protest Of The Official Secrets 
Act of 1986 

Why do governments 
such as ours fear so much the power 
of the press? They give us little credit 
for wanting political stability. They 
under-estimate the media's integrity, they 
actually believe the press is an outside 
entity which seeks to sabotage national 



pride and identity by putting out dis
information to the public. They forget 
that the press is made up of Malaysians 
who, like the masses, gave our leaders 
their political mandate to get them where 
they are today. 

Is it the press that our government 
fears or is it totalitarian control that 
our government wants? For the first 
time in our nation's history, we have 
a highly educated person in charge 
of the government. And for the first 
time also, Malaysians have a Prime 
Minister who is so arrogant that he 
completely ignores the rights of the 
people. 

In 1987, it has become boring to 
see old mistakes repeated as if the ones 
making them never read history. In 1987, 
it is frightening to recognize old patterns 
unfold. Mahathir's political insecurity has 
unleashed upon us a leader obsessed 
with power, the Jcind of power that 
increasingly suppresses, represses and 
oppresses everyone except those in 
power. As long as Malaysian prime 
ministers were not calculating and skilled 
politicians, men who sought to mani
pulate their position, we did not have 
a Duvalier or a Marcos. Now however 
we have politicians who will n;t use thei~ 
intelligence and capabilities to lead 
the country towards greater develop
ment and solidarity, but who prefer 
to become as imperialist and power
hungry as the Western mentors they 
studied under, the same mentors they 
and we have denounced for exploiting 
developing countries and stifling growth. 

Any leader who speaks of righting 
the balance of economic and political 
power by using unfair legislation and/or 
brute force to deprive one race or class 
of people of their rights in favour of 
another race or class, is lying to himself 
and to his electorate. In the end, those 
who benefit, as in Malaysia's case, will 
be the Malay elite, not the Malay 
majority, and the few Indians and 
Chinese on whose financial and political 
backing the government relies to stay 
in control. What selective justice does 
is to remove various levels of opposi
tion one at a time. When all layers of 
opposition have been removed or suffi. 
ciently reduced, the leader declares 
"Checkmate!". In his eyes, justice ha~ 
been done - justice as defined by him 
and for him. 

The Official Secrets Act is the 
beginning of a string of political moves 
Mahathir will make. Note how loudly 
he cries, it is necessary for national 
security and national stability. In the 
meantime, for the first time in Malaysia's 
history, corruption and deceit among 
top-leve government officials and certain 
wealthy individuals is at an all-time high, 
a pattern that we see as being similar 

continued on page 21 

EDUCATION 

Saints 
And 

Sinners ·· 
Strengthen the saints and weaken the sinners . ... that should be the 

role ~f educators in Malaysia. In making this call, Chandra Muzaffar 
exammes the need for "deschooling." 

W
hatever the social envi
ronment, there are cer
tain aspects of formal 
education that will re
main unchanged. In the 

school curriculum for instance Algebra 
will remain Algebra. The content of a 
chemistry or physical geography or 
language course will not be affected in 
any serious way, by changes wrought 
in the larger milieu. · 

Certain other aspects of the curricu
lum, however, will be influenced by the 
social environment. The present emphasis 
upon management, business administra
tion and computer studies at tertiary 
level, for instance, is a reflection of the 
direction in which the economy is 
moving. In civic courses in secondary 
schools, the middle and upper classes 
will continue to be eulogised as long 
as the present social structure remains. 

Similarly, it is doubtful if history 
will be taught in such a way in secondary 
schools that the underlying causes of 
events - rather than the events them
selves - wiJJ be highlighted. Neither 
will the General Paper in Form six, 
even after it is revamped, promote 
serious reasoning and reflection at the 
level of fundamentals. This is because 
deep thinking on social reality which 
seeks to expose the truth about the 
human condition will not be in the 
interest of the existing social system. 
For it is a system that ensures its survival 
by camouflaging the grave injustices 
perpetrated upon the poor and powerless. 

"Deschooling" 

Even other types of changes to the 
school system, outside the curriculum 
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proper, do not appear likely as long as 
the present order continues to perpetuate 
itself. For instance, we cannot expect 
teaching methods to be transformed 
in such a way that the student parti
cipates actively in the learning process -
as the well-known educator Paulo Friere 
envisaged. 

Such an approach would be a threat 
to elites who want to keep their people 
passive and obedient. Reorganising school 
life along democratic lines like having 
schoolwide elections to the prefects 
board or getting schoolchildren to 
manage the canteen or to keep the toilets 
clean or to maintain the playground, 
would also be impossible. For it would 
be seen as empowering the young, giving 
them a say in the decision-making 
process. 

It would be even more difficult to 
reduce formal schooling and incorporate 
some of the more feasible ideas of 
someone like Ivan Illich, who had argued 
for greater involvement of the home 
the neighbourhood and the communi~ 
in the learning process. Deinstitutionali
sation of this sort which seeks to enhance 
individual autonomy will never be accept
able to governments that attempt to 
dominate the people through their 
bureaucratic power. 

However, the curriculum teaching 
methods and the school system which 
are all part of formal schooling, are not 
the best examples of the impact of the 
social environment. It is· in the informal 
aspect of the learning ethos that the 
influence of the economic, political and 
cultural milieu is most acutely felt. 
This influence is transmitted via the 
student and the teacher as human beings 
who are part of the school, and are yet, 
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Students staging a dance: inculcating the sacred values of justice, truth, freedom. 

'subjects' and 'objects' in the larger 
society. 

As a starting point, the continuing 
economic decline which will become 
even more serious in a decade or so, 
will have a profound impact upon both 
student and teacher. Since jobs are going 
to become scarce, there will be more 
intense competition among students. 
This, plus the fear of unemployment 
could make them more selfish, less 
caring, less concerned and more inward
looking. 

Paradoxically, at the same time, a 
smaller segment of the student popula
tion, knowing that employment prospects 
are dim, and wealth and prestige are 
distant, may be prepared to turn to other 
concerns which are less materialistic. 
They may begin to examine their own 
social situation. They may try to fmd 
out why their society is in such a mess. 
In the process, they may choose to 
commit themselves to certain causes. 
This has happened in other countries 
like Thailand, the Philippines and 
Indonesia. 

A similar pattern may unfold within 
the teaching fraternity too. As incomes 
stagnate and prices spiral, a large number 
of teachers are bound to become even 
more self-centred. But there will be a 
few who, realising that there is no hope 
in the present situation, will be impelled 
to act in pursuit of certain socially
oriented goals. 

Student dissent 
Since economic stagnation often leads 

to political authoritarianism, it is quite 
conceivable that the government will 
become even more intolerant of dissent. 
Its intolerance could seep down to lower 
levels. Eventually, it will express itself 
as arrogance and haughtiness and may 
be reflected in the behaviour of officials 
in the education department and head
teachers. Among students, these negative 
attributes could take the form of bullying 
and violence. As these character-traits 
develop, some of their counter qualities, 
like serviijty, subservience and submissive-
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ness will also spread rapidly. 
However, as is to be expected, there 

will be a reaction to this. There will be 
a few teachers and students who will 
emphasise dignity and justice. They will 
try to defend freedom and equality. 
They will, in short, stand up against 
authoritarianism and the arrogance of 
might. The greater the challenge posed 
by governmental power, the more intense 
the response. 

As with the economic and political 
spheres, so with the cultural arena. There 
is every indication that schools in parti
cular will be adversely affected by reli
gious polarisation in the wider setting. 
This could result in the emergence of 
students and teachers who are narrow 
and bigotted. They will surface in all 
the religious communities and will argue 
for the maintenance of rigid religious 
boundaries so that the 'unique purity' 
and the 'distinctive identity' of each 
group can be preserved. This is the bane 
of religious polarisation as far as we 
are concerned. It will widen the chasm 
between the Muslim and non-Muslim 
segments of the school community. 

Be that as it may, increased religious 
polarisation will also produce a reaction. 
Here again, we will witness some Muslim 
and non-Muslim students and teachers 
reaching out to one another. They 
will endeavour to establish common 
bonds; they will try to uphold common 
values and common ideals. 

This division separating those who 
promote vices from those who support 
virtues will express itself in all walks of 
life. It will encompass all the dominant 
institutions in our society. Thus, we will 
have those who are committed to free
dom and those who endorse oppression, 
those who are opposed to corruption 
and those who indulge their greed, those 
who are selfless and those who are selfish, 
in all the communities and within all 
the religions. The histories of a number 
of countries, notably the Philippines 
in recent times, show us clearly that 
as the situation becomes more and more 
challenging, this division will also become 
clearer. 
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It must be stressed at this point, that 
this is no simple right-wrong, moral
immoral dichotomy presented in black 
and white terms. All sorts of vested 
interests are involved. These interests 
- rather than the character or attitude 
of a particular leader - are crucial in the 
perpetuation of this dichotomy. The 
illustrious social thinker, Pitirim Sorokin, 
described it as the dichotomy between 
'saints' and 'sinners'. It is a dichotomy 
that develops, he argued, in all societies 
in turmoil. 

Informal education 
The role of educators in Malaysia 

is to strengthen the saints and weaken 
the sinners. There isn't much scope f9r 
this through the formal curriculum or 
the formal school system. Nonetheless 
dedicated educators, conscious of the 
future, should try to do their best. 
For instance, if one is in charge of a 
school one should make an attempt 
to democratise decision-making. One 
should delegate more responsibilities to 
students, especially those in the upper 
forms. 

More important, however, the channels 
of informal education should be fully 
utilised to inculcate the sacred values 
of justice, truth, freedom, compassion 
and love. This can be done in a number 
of ways. Students can be encouraged 
to hold forums or organise workshops 
or stage plays with these values in mind. 
They can even be encouraged to compose 
music and to sing songs which embody 
values such as freedom and justice. For 
students in upper secondary classes, 
there could be weekend courses on 
social challenges conducted by socially
conscious educators. Teachers should also 
be given the opportunity to participate 
in such courses. 

Whatever the programmes formulated, 
educators should always remember that 
saints and sinners arc found in every 
religious community. It would be wrong 
therefore to adopt an ethnic approach. 
This is why educators should always 
reflect on actual social realities and try 
to understand the ideals enshrined in 
their spiritual traditions in relation to 
the human condition. For, in the ultimate 
analysis, it is not what we profess in 
search of heaven but what we practise 
in our journey on earth, that God 
cherishes most e 

Chandra Muzaffar 

Summary of a speech by A/iran President, 
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar, on "Otallenges to 
education in the changing socio-political 
and religious realities of Malaysia" at the 
National Consultation on Education organised 
by the Coordination Committee on Education 
Office for Human Development, February 22,' 
Infant Jesus Convent, Ja/an Cheras, Kuala 
Lumpur. 



INTEGRITY 

A Co-operative is a 
Business and a Faith 

T 
he recent statement by the 
Deputy Prime Minister Y AB 
En. Abdul Ghafar Baba that 
there are dishonest directors 
not only in the 24 DTC co-ops 

but also some could be found in other 
co-ops and that action will be taken 
against these people after the cleaning-up 
of the 24 DTC co-ops, is a timely warning 
to all co-op directors and co-op managers. 

Co-ops Defined 

People who have studied the co-op 
system thoroughly know that the system 
is an attractive mill or mine for many a 
shrewrl capitalist-minded businessman to 
make a niche for himself in business 
through the co-ops by playing on the 
confidence of the members. Some call 
such businessmen as wolves in sheep's 
clothing. Lenin had rightly said, "The 
co-ops are the only organisations that 
can eschew (abstain from) capitalism 
but still welcome the capitalists". He has 
certainly been proven right as is evident 
now in our country and in some other 
countries as well. Ardent socialists did 
not like the co-op system while capitalists 
or industrialists (as they are now called) 
were against the co-op system for co-ops 
restrain their trade expansion and 
profiteering. As Dr. Laidlaw. puts it, 
"Co-operation as a social and economic 
system is not based on one specific 
concept or social theory but a collection 
of many ideas and concepts such as 
mutuality, the weak combining in 
solidarity for greater strength, equitable 
sharing of gains and losses, self-help, 
a union of persons with common 
problems, the priority of man over 
money and a non-exploitive society". 
Dr. Laidlaw is an authority on co
operatives having spent most of his life
time studying the co-operative system 
as an economic force for human 
development. 

The Cult of the Middleman 

Co-ops as a matter of rule and principle 
are strong fighters against middlemen 
business or cult. Co-ops are essentially 
formed to cut off capitalistic middlemen 
so that the goods and services that 

reach the members (consumers) are 
fairly priced and of good quality 
and of correct measure or weight. 
Co-operatives are therefore committed 
to act as a check and balance to curb 
rising prices, adulteration of goods 
and exploitation of any kind so that 
excessive profiteering is avoided or 
controlled (at least to some extent) 
for the benefit of the people depending 
on the strength of the co-op movement. 
This can be seen in the numerous credit 
co-operatives in the country which charge 
a very low rate of interest on loans to 
their members on easy terms if compared 
with private fmancial institutions and 
commercial banks. The reason behind 

this is the overheads for running these 
primary co-operatives are kept at a bare 
minimum But it must be pointed out 
that it is unethical and is against the 
co-operative philosophy if with minimum 
overheads co-ops exploit workers through 
very low salaries. There is some degree 
of exploitation of workers in some co-ops 
as they are not unionised at all. This 
fear was expounded by John Stuart Mill 
more than 135 years ago. 

Criminal Activities 

If we analyse the current affairs of 
the co-ops, it is very strange and ironical 
that the very co-op system that prohibits 
the middlemen cult had promoted this 
cult in the system, whereby the operators 
of the co-ops enrich themselves in a quick 
and easy way at the expense of the 
members/depositors. This is the saddest 
part in its history. This brings to mind 
what Mahatma Gandhi said "Earn the 
millions (money) by all means but 
please understand your wealth is not 
yours; it belongs to the people. Take 
what you require for your legitimate 
needs and use the remainder for the 
society". 

Members' Role 

There appears to be a wrong notion 
that the Registrar-General of co-operatives 
or the Co-op Development Department 
(COD) is supposed to be running or 
managing the co-operatives. This is not 
quite true. Principally the Registrar-
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General's function is to register the co-ops 
if the co-ops subscribe to the co-op 
principles and business and to dissolve 
them when they aJ:e not functioning 
effectively and as required. In this 
instance a decision of the majority of 
the members is necessary without pre
judice to other powers of the Registrar
General. The members role has an 
important place in the co-op system 
which is a democratic system. The 
Registrar-General also wears another cap 
as the Director-General for Co-operative 
Development in the country. In this 
capacity he promotes and develops co-ops 
and supervises them for healthy develop
ment. He is not there to mn or manage 
the co-operatives. This is not his business; 
this is the business of the elected Board 
and appointed managers; it is the business 
of the members to see that their co-ops 
are run according to the- norms. As 
institutions of the people, it is the 
members who are responsible for 
effective functioning of their co-ops by 
electing the right leaders to the Board 
to manage the co-ops. The members 
must be the eyes and ears of their co-ops 
and must actively participate in the 
affairs of the co-ops at least for one day 
at their Annual General Meetings (AGM) 
where the reports and accounts are 
tabled. We know there are co-ops which 
take a few hours to complete their 
business at the Annual General Meetings 
and we also know of co-ops which fmish 
their annual business within a few 
minutes without a single question raised. 
The final results of such co-ops are in 
the headlines today. Sometimes members 
feel that asking questions or seeking 
clarifications on the reports and accounts 
of the co-ops prepared and submitted 
by their members of the Board is tanta
mount to disparaging or belittling the 
intelligence of the Members of the 
Board. This attitude by and large gives 
more encouragement to the Members 
of the Board to do what they want 
because they feel that they have the 
confidence of the members. The 
comments of the Registrar-General on the 
audited accounts and reports are alone 
enough for members to take corrective 
steps at the Annual General Meetings. 
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But in most cases, members do not even 
bother to look at these comments which 
are addressed to members by the 
Registrar-General! These comments 
reflect the management capability of 
the elected Board but invariably the 
same members of the Board get elected 
year in and year out. Members must 
be aware of the clique-system prevailing 
in many c~ops and must make attempts 
to break this monopoly of power if 
the results produced by them are not 
satisfactory to the membership. 

Commitment 

There are countries in other parts 
of the world, where there are no 
Registrar-Generals or Director-Generals 
and the registration, supervision, control 
and dissolution of the co-operatives 
are done by the members themselves 
through their own appex bodies, like 
ANGK.ASA. Whereas in some countries, 
the Registrars of Co-operatives virtually 
run the co-operatives through their own 
nominees much to the opposition of 
the members of the Board and members. 
This prompts me to quote the first Prime 
Minister of India, Jawarlal Nehru "The 
essence of Co-operative Movement is 
in its non-official, self-dependent, 
self-reliant and voluntary character. There 
can be no imposed co-operation; nothing 
can be more fa tal than the governmental 
control which is the embrace of death 
of c~ops and [ want to emphasize that 
because there is no doubt about it". What 
Nehru implied was that co-operatives 
as people's institutions must be managed 
by the people because co-ops are demo
cratic organisations and if government 
interferes, their natural growth can be 
hindered by over-zealous government 
men. What Nehru said is very much true 
in most of India even today. Therefore 
for co-operatives to succeed there must 
be commitment and patronage from 
members. Commitment does not gua
rantee success but lack of it guarantees 
failure. Members must be the fust people 
to appraise their t;o-ops. If appraisal is 
done by others fust, then it is too late 
for the co-ops to survive for the damages 
are already heavy by then. If members 
are vigilant and alert, they can take 
corrective steps and give proper direction 
to the Board thereby avoiding bad 
management. 

Co-op Courses 

The Co-operative College of Malaysia 
is very dynamic these days and conducts 
courses on a wide spectrum of subjects 
on co-operative management and 
ideology. Members who cannot interpret 
accounts should attend such courses 
which are free for co-operators. The 
co-operatives must as a policy encourage 
more aqd more of their members to 
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attend such courses. Members should 
take more interest in attending internal 
audit courses conducted by the College. 
The College should provide more 
accounts and audit courses in the light 
of the present situation in the Co-op 
Movement. 

Conclusion 

The Deputy Prime Minister had rightly 
said the law can only act as a deterent; 
it cannot guarantee that people will 
not commit crimes. We have to blame 
ourselves as members for the mess we 
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are in today and should not look for 
scapegoats as the Registrar-General of 
Co-operatives or Bank Negara. The 
involvement of Bank Negara is a recent 
development in the co-operative arena. 
Co-operation has high aims as is reflected 
in what Alfred Marshal said, "Other 
movements have high social aims yet 
others have broad business aims but 
co-operatives alone have both." People 
must understand that co-operation is 
not just a business but also a faith e 

R.R. Chandran 



TRADITIONS 

On Chinese 
New Year Greetings 

C hinese New Year is 
the major festival of the Chinese in this 
country. It is celebrated by all Chinese, 
including the Christians. Like Hari Raya, 
Deepavali and other major ethnic festivals, 
Chinese New Year is also an occasion for 
the expression of goodwill across ethnic 
boundary. 

Chinese have various forms of New 
Year greetings, although the more 
common ones are, in Mandarin, Gongxi 
Faca~ Xinnian Kuaile, and Xinnian 
Jinbu. Of the three, Gongxi Facai is the 
most common, so much so that non
Chinese Malaysians also use this to greet 
their Chinese friends during the Chinese 
New Year. 

Gongxi Facai (or IGong-hi Huat-chai 
in Hokkien) actually literally means 
"Congratulations on getting Rich", i.e., 
"May the New Year bring wealth to you". 
Wealth is still an important value to the 
Chinese. The experience and the dream 
of the early poor Chinese immigrants 
who had to struggle against all odds to 
succeed in life through getting rich -
no doubt reinforce wealth as a desirable 
value and the symbol of success. To this 
day the dream of the poor is to facai, 
whether by luck (such as winning a 
lottery), by business acumen, or mere 
hard work. In fact the idea of facai 
does imply the need of luck (such as 
opportunity coming one's way) to get 
rich. 

To this day, Chinese society in Malaysia 
is dominated by the business elite. 
Businessmen are very much responsible 
for popularizing the greeting "Gongxi 
Facai". Most shops and emporiums have 
the words "Gongxi Facai", either in 
Chinese characters or romanized forms, 
to greet their customers. Most New Year 
cards bear this message too. In fact many 
goods sold for the New Year bear the 
message. Today even the mass media 
(including television) have used "Gongxi 
Facai," further contributing to the 
popularity of this form of greeting. 

Xinnian Kuai/e means "Happy New 
Year" (Xinnian = New Year, Kuaile = 
happy). One can also say "Xinnian Hao" 
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(hao = good) for "Happy New Year" 
although this is not a common usage in 
Malaysia. In fact Xinnian hao is the 
closest to the Malay greeting, "Selamat 
Tahun Baru". 

Xinnian Jinbu literally means "Pro
gressive New Year", i.e., "May the New 
Year bring Progress", Jinbu means 
"progress" or "improvement". 

Gongxi Facai emphasizes the 
materialist value. While it is not wrong to 
wish to be rich or be rich (if it is at all 
possible not to exploit others to enrich 
oneselfl), there is no need for us to 
promote materialist thinking in our age 
of consumerism and materialism. 
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Furthermore happiness cannot be 
bought with wealth. Thus why not use 
Xinnian Kuaile or Xinnian Hao for 
Chinese New Year greeting? Indeed what 
we need is happiness in life. Aren't we 
searching for it all the time? And don't 
we feel happy if we have done well in 
what we set out to do, that we have 
improved? So my belated greeting to my 
Aliran colleagues and 1\liran Monthly 
readers: "Xinnian Jinbu". May we do 
better this year and the years to come. 
Let us emphasize jinbu rather than 
facai e 

Tan Chee Beng 
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

Apartheid In 
South Africa 

T 
he uprising which took place in 
the township of Soweto on June 
16th 1976 represents in a way, a 
beginning. On that day large 
scale urban rebellions began in 

Soweto and subsequently spread to other 
parts of the country. The uprisings, 
general strikes and protest marches were 
the unavoidable result of prolonged and 
unrelenting injustice inflicted upon prac
tically an entire nation of almost 20 
million Black Africans in South Africa. It 
is an injustice which denies the Black 
South African political rights - hence he 
has no right to vote nor a say over laws 
adopted. It is an injustice which denies 
the black South African civil rights -
hence he has to live in separate town
ships, go to separate and inferior schools 
and exist with inadequate sanitation, 
lighting and clean water. It is also an 
injustice which denies the Black South 
African economic rights - hence he has 
little choice of work other than manual 
type jobs like mining, hauling cargo, 
harvesting and assembling auto engines. 
He thus has little share in and no say 
over the economy. Wealth remains in 
the hands of the white minority. 

Under such conditions one has no 
choice but to rebel against each and every 
facet of a system which discriminates on 
the basis of race and deliberately denies 
one the right to exist as a human being. 
Thus when the people of Soweto rose 
ill riots and strikes ten years ago against 
apartheid they were rising against injus
tice. For this reason I think it is better 
to refer to the actions as an uprising 
rather than riots. For the latter word 
connotes a sense of demagogy which 
cannot in any way be properly asso
ciated with rebellions in South Africa 
while the former word has a strong 
connotation of action against a social 
evil. 

How could such a situation arise in 
South Africa? What were its beginning? 
How is it possible that such blatant 
racism has continued to thrive in an age 
which we normally refer to as modern 
civilization? In attempting to answer 
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these questions one would need to look 
back into the history of South Africa. 

The country of South Africa, in the 
modern sense of the term, did not come 
into formal existence until the year 
1910. For it was in that year that Dutch 
and British colonial settlers overcame 
some of their internecine quarrels and 
officially proclaimed the Union of 
South Africa, some 250 years after the 
fust colonialists set foot on the tip of 
southern Africa. In 1652, the Dutch East 
India Company dispatched Jan van Rie
beeck to the Cape of Good Hope with 
the aim of setting up a refreshment 
station for its trading ships to and from 
the Dutch colonies in Asia. Once started 
however, it was difficult not to colonise 
the land and within a few years of the 
fust arrival, some company employees 
were granted permission to settle in 
South Africa as farmers. These early 
settlers were allocated about twenty-eight 
acres ofland each and were obliged to sell 
their produce to the company. 

The Cape however was not not un
inhabited. African peoples such as the 
Khoikhoi, San and Xhosas had already 
settled there many hundreds of years 
earlier. Through conquest and guile the 
Dutch settlers gradually expanded their 
territory and soon began to encroach 
upon the grazing lands of the African 
peoples. As expected this led to the fust 
colonial wars. Disadvantaged by poor 
fue-power the native tribes had no 
chance of maintaining their foothold 
whenever they went up against the 
advancing colonial settlers. As the Dutch 
farms expanded it became evident there 
was an immediate need for more labour. 
It was not possible at the time to utilise 
the labour power of the native tribes for 
though they had little defence against the 
Dutch they could still fall back upon 
other lands further inward for their 
survival aad hence were not dependent 
upon the Dutch for sustenance. This 
shortage of labour led in due course to 
the importation of slaves into the Cape. 
By the end of the eighteenth century 
about 25,000 mostly African slaves had 
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been pressed into servitude in the Cape 
Colony. Indeed throughout the e@i
teenth century slavery was the predo
minant form of labour in South Africa 
and thanks to slave labour wheat and 
wine production increased substantially. 

.But the increased number of slaves 
also meant increasing social restrictions 
and laws against them. In 1760, one of 
the fust versions of South Africa's 
infamous pass laws was adopted to 
restrict their freedom of movement. It 
was similar to the more extensive and 
elaborate pass laws of later years which 
have until very recently had been instru
mental in the South African regime's 
control over the Black population. 
According to the 1760 law, slaves travel
ling from the town to the country or 
from the country to the town were 
required to carry a pass signed by the 
slave owner authorising the journey. The 
emergence of slave labour and gradually 
of a class of landless Black labourers from 
within South Africa itself was symptoma
tic of the pattern of inequity that has 
survived to this day namely, a white 
elite concentrated in wealth and power 
ruling over an over-whelming majority 
of dispossessed Blacks - an economic 
and social injustice perpetrated in one 
stroke. 

By the end of the eighteenth century 
the Dutch East India Compa11y had 
become bankrupt and developments in 
Europe had resulted in a weakened 
Holland. The defeat of Dutch forces by 
France raised fear in the British of 
French occupation of the Cape in the 
East. To forestall such a move the British 
took over the Cape Colony from their 
Dutch allies. The British takeover gave 
rise to a period of economic growth. 
Backed by stronger economic and mili
tary strength white supremacy was 
entrenched and economic limits pushed 
beyond those achieved by the Dutch. In 
the meantime there was little improve
ment in the lot of the African population. 
The British settlers enjoyed the same 
privileged status as the Boers (the Dutch 
word for farmers) while the Blacks 



remained in servitude shouldering the 
forced burden of maintaining the white 
economic and political status. Parcelling 
of land to the colonial settlers continued 
as did the wars against native tribes. In 
fact, a primary objective of these wars 
was to destroy corn and cattle which 
constituted the livelihood of the native 
peoples. The desired effect of such 
destruction was the impoverishment of 
the natives thus inducing them to seek 
employment on white owned farms. 

Meanwhile social forces in Britain 
favouring the abolition of slavery were 
gaining ground and in 1807 slave trade 
was formally abolished in the British 
empire. Instead of slave labour, Black 
workers would now be employed for 
their actual labour time. They were now 
euphemistically known as "free" workers. 
Yet they still did not enjoy much free
dom as they continued to be' fettered by 
various laws, pass regulations and labour 
ordinances. In such a subjugated condi
tion the Blacks in southern Africa soon 
had to face increasing restrictions and 
challenges brought on by the discovery 
of diamonds and gold. 

New economic opportunities opened 
up attracting fmanciers, industrialists and 
entrepreneurs to southern Africa. A 
Black industrial workforce now took 
shape and began to swell. Thousands 
upon thousands of Black workers from 
all over southern Africa who had been 
deprived of their traditional means of 
subsistence flocked to the Colony for 
work and wages. Wages however were 
extremly low. To help ensure low wages 
a migratory labour system was practised 
under which native labourers could work 
on a mining job for a limited period of 
nine to fifteen months under contract. 
At the end of this period they had to 
return to their homes before being 
allowed to reapply for another period in 
the mines. This meant that the native 
labourer would not be able to set down 
roots in the urban areas for then his 
demands would increase thus pushing up 
wage levels. This the colonialists did not 
want. 

Apart from the migratory system of 
labour the pass law was also adopted as 
a means of labour control. Under the 
1895 pass law adopted by the Transvaal 
Afrikaner government, an African seeking 
work had to obtain a special pass within 
twenty-four hours of entering a labour 
district. This pass was valid for only six 
days during which time he had to obtain 
work. Otherwise he was subject to 
fines, imprisonment and expulsion from 
the area. This of course weakened the 
bargaining position of the African worker 
by forcing him to accept whatever job 
was offered. The combined effect of the 
various control measures employed by 
the colonial administration was that 
annual African mine wages dropped 
from R78 in 1889 to R58 in 1897. 

All this while however, the colonial terri
tories of southern Africa were being 
administered separately between the 
British and the Boers and certain conflicts 
of interest had emerged. This led to the 
outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War in 1899 
in the course of which both British and 
Boers had no compunction against 
conscripting a hundred thousand Africans 
to provide labour and other services. The 
war ended in 1902 in a British victory. 
Seven years later the South Africa Act 
was passed by the British Parliament 
providing for the formation of an inde
pendent Union of South Africa the 
following year. For the Black majority 
the establishment of South Africa as a 
modern nation signified no qualitative 
change in their position as a subjugated 
people. 

It was after the formation of the 
Union of South Africa that a co
ordinated offensive against African land
owners became possible. Instrumental to 
this was the Natives' Land Act of 1913 
also known infamously as the "law of 
dispossession". Under the Act, "Native 
Areas" comprising at that time only 
7.3% of the entire land surface were 
formalised as African reserves. This 
ostensibly, was to prevent encroachment 
by the whites. The rest of the land area 

tions of white-owned farms in return 
for labour services, a share of the crops 
or cash rents. The land act sought to 
suppress this practice. Thousands of 
Africans were expelled from their homes 
and left without both home and liveli
hood. They had little choice but to 
become wage labourers. The effect of the 
Natives' Land Act was the creation of an 
abundant pool of cheap Black labour. 
It also meant the influx of Africans 
into the white cities. This was potentially 
dangerous to the white minority. To deal 
with this problem the Natives' Urban 
Areas Act was enacted in 1923. It pro
vided for the establishment of segregated 
African locations in the towns, barred 
Africans from owning land in urban 
areas and imposed a uniform pass systetn' 
for all African men in South Africa 
except in the Cape. The Act sought to 
control African movement into the towns 
and provided for the expulsion of 
"surplus" Africans not actually employed 
in the area. 

It should be clear by now that apart
heid - an Afrikaans expression that 
literally means segregation - is an ex· 
tremely well co-ordinated system through 
which an elite minority of one race 
exercises control over all aspects of life of 
a subjugated majority of another race. It 

The white minority is guaranteed a disproportionate amount of wealth and power. 

was designated white. Africans were 
prohibited from owning any land outside 
of their reserves leading to an acute 
shortage of African reserve land. Over
crowding, overutilisation of land and 
serious soil erosion set in so that African 
districts that had previously exported 
grain could now no longer grow enough 
food even to remain self-supporting. 
Ultimately Africans were forced to go 
out and work for cash wages thus trans
forming the native reserves into labour 
reservoirs for the urban whites. 

The Natives' Land Act also had 
another effect. Previously African fami
lies grew crops and grazed cattle on por-
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is an entire system of racist rule ranging 
from segregated washrooms, playgrounds 
and hospitals to the absence of nearly all 
Black political rights and the great gulf 
between Black and white incomes. 

The word "apartheid" was actually 
coined in 1929 but did not come into 
popular usage until the 1948 elections 
when the ruling National.Party came into 
power with apartheid as its campaign 
slogan. In fact, the Nationalists carried 
white supremacy and Black oppression 
to a far greater degree than any previous 
regime. According to one estimate while 
49 explicitly racial laws were legislated 
in the four decades before the National 
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Party took office the number trebled to 
151 between 1948 to 1971 (23 years). 

An example is the Group Areas Act 
enacted in 1950 which maintained that 
residential areas for whites, Africans, 
Indians and Coloureds had to be segre
gated. As a result entire Black communi
ties and particularly so with Coloureds 
and Indians who still lived in mixed 
residential neighbourhoods, were evicted 
from their homes. By 1979 about 
550,000 persons had been evicted and 
another 132,000 were slated for similar 
treatment. The evictions under this Act 
coupled with the effects of insufficient 
land for settlement and the government's 

to-teacher ratio is about 20:1, but it is 
closer to 50:1 in African schools. At the 
same time there are chronic shortages of 
classrooms, desks, chairs, blackboards and 
other facilities. All these adverse condi
tions combine and conspire to ensure 
that the Black South African is acade
mically seriously handicapped. 

This then is the backdrop against 
which any view of South Africa has to 
be taken. It is a backdrop consisting of a 
most obscene form of inhumanity. 
Against this Africans have had a long 
history of resistance from the early 
colonial wars waged by the Dutch against 
the Khoikhoi and the San tribes to the 

Racial discrimination in education has ensured that the Black South African is 
academically handicapped. 

refusal to build enough housing in the 
official Black townships meant that many 
Blacks had little alternative but to set up 
makeshift shantytowns. There were basi
cally illegal ramshackle collections of 
shacks usually with no electricity, run
ning water and sanitation. Despite 
frequent buUdozings and forced evictions 
such shantytowns have continued to 
proliferate. Throughout the 1950's, 
1960's and 1970's a series of other 
measures chopped away even more of tlte 
remaining residential rights of urban 
Africans. Those who were caught living 
in the cities without proper authoriza
tion were jailed, fined or expelled to the 
reserves. 

ln the field of education extreme 
racial discrimination has also been in
flicted upon African students. In 1977 
for instance, more than R654 was bud
geted for every white student compared 
to the average R49 for the Black African 
student. While education is free through 
secondary school yet African parents 
must pay special taxes. The white pupil-
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riots and upnsmgs that have flared up 
right to this very day. Their expressions 
of grievences against apartheid have 
included civil disobedience campaigns in 
which defiers volunteer themselves for 
imprisonment by breaking segregationist 
laws, protest marches, student revolts 
and labour strikes, pamphleteering, rallies 
and boycotts. Quite inevitably, the 
continued repression and lack of improve
ments in successive apartheid adminis
trations has meant that grievances and 
sufferings have taken on violent expres
sion. While the chum-mill of protest and 
Black consciousness movements have 
spawned leaders, martyrs and stoic 
defenders of a people's rights such as 
Nelson Mandela and Steve Biko, achieve
ments have been attained at the high 
cost of imprisonment and human lives. 
While the deaths of more than 1600 
people over the last two years of unaba
ted unrest in South Africa bears witness 
to this fact, the commemmoration of 
the Soweto uprising ten years ago is a 
grim reminder of the price of freedom 
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and justice. 
Fermenting beneath the upnsmg of 

Soweto were conditions of living which 
were abysmally poor. A full 80% of all 
Soweto households lived below the 
effective minimum subsistence level, a 
level supposed to be enough to keep a 
family of six in a state of subsistence. 
Housing was grossly inadequate with 
the number of new houses built each 
year steadily declining from the mid-
1960's. Only 15% of Soweto 's houses 
had bathrooms and most houses were 
lighted by candles and kerosene lamps. 
The inhabitants of Soweto had almost 
no security of residence and could not 
own the land they lived. on. The land 
was owned by the government to wh~ 
they had to pay up to a quarter of their 
incomes in rent. Workers' wages were 
low and life continued to be dictated 
by the prohibitive pass laws. Reasons 
for an upheaval were thus plentiful irl 
Soweto. 

At the same time Blacks in South 
Africa were encouraged by the national 
liberation struggles in Mozambique and 
Angola. The pervasive fear that enveloped 
the Black townships had begun to erode. 
There had been various protest actions 
running up to the Soweto uprising and 
these were linked to bus fare hikes and 
to the anniversary of the Sharpeville 
massacre which had taken place sixteen 
years before. But although the grievances 
of the Blacks were many the one issue 
that finally provided the spark to a 
generalised upheaval was the apartheid 
regime's decision to implement a policy 
of teaching half the courses in African 
secondary schools in the southern Trans
vall through the medium of Afrikaans. 
This roused the anger of Black parents, 
students and teachers not only because of 
the difficulty of suddenly having to 
learn in a language in which they were 
not fluent but also because of the deep 
hatred among the Blacks for the language 
used by the police, the courts and the 
apartheid administration. 

As a result a series of school boycotts, 
pickets and clashes with the police took 
place in the course of May 1976. And on 
the morning of June 16, students from all 
over Soweto began to gather at one of 
the secondary schools reaching more 
than 10,000 before 7.00 a.m. With 
placards and clenched-fist salutes they 
began a peaceful protest march. As they 
passed schools on the way they called out 
to other students to join them. Not long 
after that ten vanloads of police arrived 
with fue-arms, tear gas and batons. They 
had megaphones but made no attempt to 
talk to the students. Without warning 
they fired tear gas cannisters into the 
crowd and the protesters answered with 
stones and other objects. When the white 
officer in charge of the police started 
fuing fust with a revolver and then with 



Arresting a Black: perpetuating an 
atmosphere of terror. 

a machine gun he was followed by other 
police. Protesting students crumpled to 
the ground. News of the shooting spread 
through Soweto and other youths and 
students responded by battling the police 
in the streets and destroying government 
buildings, administrative centres, post 
offices, beer halls and other white owned 
facilities. Pent-up anger and frustration 
were being released. More killing and 
shooting followed and bodies lay scat
tered on the streets. On the second day 
the police began shooting down Blacks 
at random to instill a general atmosphere 
of terror. This time bodies of children 
were included among the dead. 

The unrest in Soweto was soon fol
lowed by upheavals elsewhere in rapid 
succession over the next few months. 
Students and youths in Alexandra, 
Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, 
Tokosa, Daveytown, Kagiso, Transkei, 
Port Elizabeth and a host of other places 
rose in solidarity with the Soweto up· 
rising. Over the next few months the 
protests expanded and strikes by indus
tiral workers, taxi drivers and trains 
crippled the two largest cities in South 
Africa, namely Johannesburg and Cape 
Town, dependent as they were on the 
Black labour force. 

We have now to ask ourselves how an 
anachronism like apartheid has continued 
to survive to this day. Without a doubt 
the main reason for its continued exis
tence is internal. The smooth functioning 
of apartheid ensures that the white 
minority in South Africa is guaranteed a 
disproprotionate amount of wealth and 
economic and political power. Given 
that, it is easy to imagine that the apart
heid regime will go to all lengths to 
maintain its system of administration -
an ugly combination of pure racism and 
repression. But the regime could not have 
maintained its hold without the compli
city of major international powers. 

In relation to the Soweto uprising, 
consider for example that on June 

23-24 barely a week after the fust day 
of the uprising American Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger met directly with 
South African Prime Minister John 
Vorster in West Germany. South African 
leaders saw this as a major breakthrough 
after years of relative diplomatic isola
tion. The meeting allowed Vorster to 
show South Africa's Black population 
that he had powerful friends. On Sep
tember 17th when rebellions were still 
raging in various parts of South Africa, 
Kissinger arrived in Pretoria for a visit. 
This was seen as diplomatic backing for 
the Vorster regime at a time of crisis. 
Such reprehensible diplomacy makes 
sense (from the American point of view, 
that is) when one notes that American 
business had high stakes to safeguard in 
South Africa. By 1977 American direct 
investments had reached nearly US$1.8 
billion or 17% of total direct foreign 
investments in South Africa. Nearly 
three-quarters of this American stake was 
held by just a dozen fums such as General 
Motors, Ford and Mobil. Thus, although 
South African capitalists are the major 
beneficiaries they are not alone. In 

numerous industries they are in league 
with foreign investors. In many com
panies the senior partners are not South 
African but corporate chiefs in New 
York. 

Hand in hand with American interests 
comes British capital. In 1974 British 
capital accounted for about 60% of all 
foreign investments in South Africa. 
Leading names in British capitalism with 
significant investments in South Africa 
include Imperial Chemical Industries, Rio 
Tinto Zinc and Barclays Bank. At 'the 
same time lesser investments come from 
West Germany and Japan. It is obvious 
that American West European and Japa
nese interests are hitching a profitable 
ride on the back of apartheid in South 
Africa. In fact countries like the United 
States, Britain, France and Israel ha;e· 
been either major arms suppliers to South 
Africa or providers of military training. 

There is yet another reason why some 
industrialised nations have such strong 
commitment to the apartheid regime in 
South Africa - uranium. While it was. 
once throught that the world's deposits 
of uranium available in a form suitable 

At a Black funeral: grim reminder of the price of freedom. 
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Major international powers provide 
military training in South Africa: 
complicity. 

for use in nuclear reactors and arms was 
ahnost limitless, such a belief is now seen 
as unrealistic. The earth's supply of 
uranium is not that abundant and is 
concentrated in only a few countries as 
far as is known. While the United States 
and France have large deposits, they are 
not limitless. South Africa has significant 
deposits. Hence its importance to certain 
industrialised countries. 

Add to all this the strategic location 
of the Cape of Good Hope on naval and 
trade routes and it becomes easy to see 
why even at this later hour when apart
heid is showing serious signs of decay that 
Britain and the United States have stood 
apart from most other nations in the 
world by not showing the will to take 
firm bilateral and multi-lateral actions 
against South Africa. For all their hot 
air about freedom, democracy and human 
rights these champions have failed to 
deliver when it counts. As the saying 
goes, "The thunder is there, the lightning 
is there, but I still do not see the rain." 

Having thus considered the situation 
one should ask oneself what individuals 
can do in solidarity with those struggling 
against apartheid in South Africa. There 
are at least three ways in which one can 
act. First, one could procure a list of 
multi-national firms which have direct 
or indirect business links with South 
Africa and boycott their goods or pro
ducts. Whether they are banks or 
petroleum companies, automobile manu

facturers or producers of consumer 
products, one can take the decision to 
distance oneself from patronising their 
services and goods. 

Second, in order for our individual 
effort to have its corresponding effect 
in the public arena, we should write a 
letter to the press to publicise the effort 
or even just to speak out against apart
heid. This is important as it helps main-
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Soweto: pent-up anger, frustration, death. 

tain the atmosphere of opposition against 
apartheid and also as encouragement for 
others to stand up and be counted. 

Third, we can write to the local 
embassies of countries like Britain, the 
United States and West Germany to 
register our revulsion against apartheid 
and our strong protest against the con
tinued reluctance of these countries 
to impose comprehensive economic 
sanctions against South Africa. They 
should also understand our opposition 
to their perpetuation of business and 
economic interests in South Africa 
for such interests prop the white regime 
of South Africa l)fld extract profits at 
the expense of apartheid. 

The government on its part after 
having been very vocal against apartheid 
in South Africa must take and be seen to 
take clear steps against the white domi
nated regime. For a start the government 
can make public a list of companies and 
business concerns with South African 
links. It can organise its own boycott 
of goods and services of such firms. It can 
lodge protests against the governments of 
those countries which drag their feet in 
taking action against the South African 
regime. 

Particularly, the government must 
avoid corroboration in any way possible 
of companies or banks with South 
African interests. For instance, local 
banks which utilise Barclays Bank as a 
corresponding bank overseas must be 
strongly encouraged (or in the case of 
government owned banks, instructed) 
to eliminate all such links. Indeed, the 
government can even ban all advertise
ments in local newspapers which seek to 
attract customers or patrons to business 
establishments with South African links. 
If the government had done that, then an 
advertisement which appeared in a local 
English daily on 30th June 1986 can
vassing for purchases of Barclays travel
lers cheques, would not have surfaced. 

None of these steps has been under
taken by the present administration 
despite the hullabaloo which it has raised 
against apartheid both locally and abroad. 
In spite of the moralistic tones in which 
the administration has chosen to articu
late itself, it has not backed words with 
deeds. It is no wonder that the present 
government is long in breath but short on 
credibility e 

Tong Veng Wye 

T.G. Ramamurthi Fight Against Apartheid 
(ABC Publishing House, New Delhi, 1984) 

This book by an able Indian diplomat discusses India's pioneering role in the global 
campaign against racial discrimination in South Africa. Though it gives special 
attantion to India's role, the book also discusses crucial aspects of apartheid itself. It 
analyses the United Nations' role and how the world has responded to one of the greatest 
social injustices of all times. 

The Fight Against Apartheid is a book worth reading. It provides the reader with deeper 
insights. 
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alaysia's strength arises 
from its diverse communi
ties, religions and cultures. 
The interaction among our 
many peoples reflects the 

worldwide problem of learning to live 
together in an increasingly complex 
and small world. 

The advancement of knowledge and 
social awareness of justice, freedom and 
solidarity which is the basic aim of the 
Aliran Trust will help Malaysians see the 
unity in our diversity. This will be done 
through lectures, conferences, publi
cations and research while assistance 
may also be provided for the education 
of deserving and needy persons. 

Your donation, small or big, will 
enable us to help Malaysians of all . 
communities become responsible citizens, 
contributing each in his or her own way 
to our national well-being. 

Kindly send your donations to: 

Saudara Chooi Mun Sou 
Honorary Treasurer 
Aliran Trust 
cfo Penthouse 
Bangunan Ming 
Jalan Bukit Nanas 
50250 Kuala Lumpur 

Please cross your cheques or money 
orders and make them payable to Aliran 
Trust. 

Datuk Dr. T.P. Devaraj 
Hon. Secretary 
Aliran Trust Board 

Aliran Trustees 
• Tan Sri Dr. Tan Chee Khoon 
• Tan Sri AhmadNoordin bin Zakaria 
• Datuk Mohammed Sopiee 
• Datuk Dr. T .P. Devaraj 
• Saudara Usman A wang 
• Dr. Chandra Muzaffar 
• Saudara Can Teik Chee 
• Saudara Harun Halim Rasip 
• Saudara Chooi Mun Sou 

c:J 
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to Indonesia's and the Philippines'. 
The OSA is a warning to Malaysians -

first you muzzle the press, then you 
muzzle the people. 

Some people say Malaysia has to go 
through what we are starting to experience 
now - political corruption and arrogance 
that will probably end in outright re
pression. They say it is the natural 
evolution of a nation State, the precursor 
to true liberation of the people. Perhaps, 
they are right, but I shudder to think 
of the price Malaysians will have to pay, 
not all Malaysians just those sacrificial 
lambs who are always the targets of any 
move towards power for the powerful. 
Must we wait till conditions are so 
intolerable that we are forced to revolt? 
Must we follow the paths that other 
new nations have taken to acheive the 
full political maturity of our State? 
Must there be violence before we can 
have economic equity and national 
integration? Can't we use what freedoms 
we have now to get for ourselves the 
rights that are ours? 

Some people have said Malaysians 
are too complacent as a people - a 
politically naive people who believe 
our leaders rule for the good of their 
citizens. There are too many examples 
of people who have remained silent 
and let their leaders define who are the 
sheep and who are the goats. There are 
too many examples of citizens who 
realized too late that their apathy opened 
the way for repressive regimes. 

If we say it will not happen to us, 
think again, look around. We have Chile 
and Paraguay, the Philippines and Haiti, 
Angola and Sudan. These are modem 
day reminders that political, social and 
cultural repression can happen to us. 

G Poore 
Kuala Lumpur 
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Rayuan tentang 
Skandal BMF 

13hb Mac 1987 

Duli Yang Malia Mulia Seri Paduka 
Baginda Yang di Pertuan Agong 
Istana Negara 
50500 Kuala /,umpur 

Menyembah Ke bawah Duli Tuanku 

Bagi pihak Aliran Kescdaran Negara (ALIRAN) patik ingin menarik perhatian 
Tuanku kepada skandal BMF yang belum diselesaikan. 

Adalah jelas bahawa Kabinet Tuanku cnggan men gambit tindakan yang tegas dalam 
skandal BMF walaupun tuduhan-tuduhan baru timbul akibat daripada kes-kes yang 
dibicarakan di London dan Hong Kong. 

Tuduhan-tuduhan ini menunjukkan dengan jelasnya bahawa banyak perkara ten tang 
BMF yang masih tidak diketahui umum. Segala usaha untuk memujuk pemimpin
pemimpin kerajaan untuk menegakkan kehen:mm dalam skandal BMF telah gagal. 

Itulah sebabnya ALIRAN merayu kepada Tuanku agar Tuanku dapat menggunakan 
kuasa moral yang ada pada Tuanku untuk mempengaruhi pihak-pihak tertentu 
menubuhkan Suruhanjaya Penyiasatan Di Raja yang bebas untuk mcnyiasat 
peristiwa BMF. 

Oleh kerana Tuanku adalah Kctua Negara ALIRAN menaruh harapan terhadap 
Tuanku untuk mempertahankan maruah negara. Skandal BMF telah mencemarkan 
nama baik bangsa Malaysia. Penubuhan Suruhanjaya Penyiasatan di Raja adalah 
cara yang paling berkesan untuk mcmbuktikan sekali lagi bahawa masyarakat kita 
memegang teguh pada kebcnaran, kejujuran dan keadilan. 

Diakhiri dengan berbanyak banyak terima kasih. 

Patik yang ikhlas 

(Dr. Chandra Muzaffar) 
Presiden 
AI iran 

CURRENT COMMENT 
A record of Aliran's complete press statements 

made in the preceding months 

New Emergency Code 

A liran is concerned that the three 
new code nnmbers adopted by 
S. T.M. for emergency calls for 

fire, police and ambulance respectively 
will cause confusion among telephone 
users. Without consultation or explana
tion to the public, S.T.M. are now using 
three different numbers, that is, 992, 
993 and 994 for police, ambulance & 
fire instead of a single number which is 
easy to remember. In an emergency 
one can easily forget which number is 
meant for which department and cross· 
checking may well result in disastrous 
delay. 

Moreover 999 has international usage. 
Any foreigner or tourist having to resort 
to the three emergency services may 
conveniently dial the international code. 
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Most important the digit nine, being 
immediately next to the stop on the 
telephone dial, can be located by touch 
if necessary. Dialling 999 therefore 
poses no difficulty either in darkness or 
for the blind. That is the reason why 
999 is internationally accepted as the 
single code number for emergency 
services. 

Ir is sad to note that with privatization 
the Telecoms have hastily taken a back· 
ward step even before any improvement 
in service has been achieved. On hopes 
that it is not too late to resort to the 
old well-tried 999. 

3 March 1987 Gan Teik Choo 
Exco Member 

(The above statement din not appear in any 
newspaper- Editor) 
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Resources should be for the benefit of 
the majority 

Forest Thieves 

A !iran Sabah commends the autho· 
rities for the arrest of 30 people 
who were involved in illegal 

logging activities in Papar recently. It is 
nevertheless a wonder how such open 
operations involving machinery could 
have gone undetected previously. 

Nevertheless, Aliran Sabah finds it 
repulsive that there are groups devoid 
of conscience, stealing from the people 
of Sabah what rightfully belongs to 
them. If such resources are to be 
exploited, it should be for the benefit 
of the majority and not for the greedy 
few. 

Aliran Sabah feels that the sentences 
imposed on those found guilty of illegal 
logging have not been stiff enough. 
Moreover there have been few con· 
victions and as such, they do not serve 
as a deterrent nor do they sufficiently 
compensate for the wrong done to 
the people. 

Aliran Sabah also notes that among 
those arrested, were two businessmen 
believed to be financing the operations. 
It is heartening to note that the autho· 
rities, as reported, are determined to get 
to the source of such illegal activities. 

In view of the recent case in 
Kalimantan where a local prominent 
businessman was charged with financing 
illegal logging operations, Aliran Sabah 
hopes that investigations are being 
undertaken to see if other prominent 
politicians and businessmen are involved. 

10 March 1987 Liew Thien lok 
Chairman 

Aliran Sabah Bureau 



For Democracy or Position? 

M alaysians as a whole are becoming 
more conscious of their rights 
as citizens in a parliamentary 

democracy. This is a healthy trend. 
This consciousness has seeped into 
UMNO. UMNO members are now more 
prepared to demand accountability from 
their leaders. They are more prepared 
to question their leaders on economic 
policies and more concerned about 
corruption and incompetence than ever 
before. Indeed, UMNO members are 
not afraid any more to challenge their 
leaders openly. In a sense, UMNO has 
begun to mature as a democratic party. 

However, consciousness of democratic 
rights should not be linked to contests 
for political power. The right to know, 
the freedom of expression and the 
independence of the media are important 
in themselves. These are rights that 
should be nurtured at all times. It is 
wrong to champion these rights only 
because one is fii!hting for a certain 
position. Similarly, it is wrong to espouse 
public accountability simply because of 
allegations made by one's political 
rivals. Malaysians should realise that 
human rights and democracy transcend 
party politics. 

Why is there this increase in awareness 
of human rights and democracy? There 
are seven possible reasons: 
o The economic decline. 
o The series of financials scandals in 

the last. 3 years. 
o Lack of openness and decline of 

public accountability on the part 
of the Government. 

o The reaction to a dominant clique 
in politics which is seen, rightly or 
wrongly, as monopolising all power 
and wealth. 

o The efforts of non-establishment 
groups in raising human rights 
consciousness. 

o The growth and expansion of the 
middle-class. 

o Higher educational levels. 

15 March 1987 

• 
Chandra Muzaffar 

President 

Reply to "A Malaysian" 

With reference to the letter by 
"A Malaysian" as published in 
the New Straits Times, 16/3/87 

under the title "One Man's Meat Is 
Another 's Poison", I would like to make 
the following points. 

Aliran appreciates the sovereignty of 
Singapore. At the same time, we recog· 
nise that just as there are sovereign 
nations, there are also sovereign values. 
In certain situations, such sovereign 
values need to be defended although it 
may entail comment on the affairs of 
another nation. 

If human existence is to be forrned 
by values then surely values must 
transcend national boundaries and en· 
compass the entire human family . Other· 
wise, what. justification can there be 
for one to say, comment on the internal 
affairs of South Africa by criticising 
apartheid. 

The original letter had argued against 

UMNO: maturing as a democratic party. 

racial perspectives of society. It had 
encouraged an egalitarian approach to 
development as opposed to an ethnic 
one. I really cannot see how this can 
give justification to our political leaders 
for ideas which could create racial dis· 
satisfaction among our country's 
minorities. 

25 March 7 

• 
Tong Veng Wye 

Exco Member 

Fishy Tenders 

A t the recent session of the lJewan 
Rakyat, some searching questions 
about how tenders are awarded 

were raised. They have brought to the 
fore basic issues of principle involved 
in the management of the nation. 

To start with, we were surprised to 
Jearn that Sports Toto was privatised 
without an open tender. The reason 
given in Parliament by an important 
Government leader was that a private 
firm had submitted a unique proposal 
on its own initiative. The Government 
then banded over Sports Toto to that 
firm! 

However unique the proposal and 
however praiseworthy the initiative of the 
company may be, it does not make sense 
to privatise a project based upon such 
flimsy considerations. rr the government 
privatises any project it must be because 
it is in the public interest to do so. A 
Government does not privatise a project 
simply because a private company had 
submitted a unique proposal. 

Just because a certain idea had come 
from a certain source, it does not follow 
that source should also be given the 
right tp own and manage the project 
concerned. How a company is chosen to 
own and manage a certain State project. 
is a separate exercise which has its own 
established guide-lines and procedures. 
There should be no arbitrariness about 
il. Otherwise the public will become 
very suspicious about privatisation itself. 
This is why in the case of Sports Toto 
the Government should have taken 
great care not to transgress its own 
clear-cut guide-lines and procedures for 
privatization. 

Similarly, in awarding the North· 
South Highway project to United 
Engineering (M) Sdn Bhd, which in tum 
is owned by Hatibudi, lhe Government 
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has not been as scrupulous as it should~ 
be. Hatibudi is owned by UMNO. A 
government awarding a huge project 
to the leading political party in the 
Coalition in power is not a common 
occurence in a Parliamentary Democracy. 
It smacks of a conflict of interest. It 
blurs the line of distinction between 
politics and business. 

Besides, United Engineering had 
suffered huge financial losses of about 
90 million ringgit between 1983 and 
1985. Hatibudi itself is still suspended 
from the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. 
These data raise doubts in people's 
mind about the financial strength of the 
main contractors of the North-South 
Highway project. And strong financial 
resources and ~ood financial man11gP· 
ment are among the criteria required 
by the tender itself. 

In view of the doubts which have 
arisen about the award of tenders, the 
Government should perhaps consider 
some of the suggestions made by the 
public on bow to restore the integrity 
of the entire tenders system. Only then 
will the business community renew its 
faith in the system. 

For a start, established principles and 
practices which govern the tenders 
system should be faithfully adhered to. 
The views and opinions of civil servants 
should be given utmost attention. There 
should be no attempt to 'by·pass' anyone 
or short-circuit conventional procedures 
in the guise of 'efficiency' and 
'dynamism'. 

In addition to that, any meeting of 
the Tenders Board which is called to 
discuss the award of a major PJ'oject 
(say above 100 million ringgit) should 
be held in public. The public should 
be informed in advance and allowed 
to ask questions. It would be better if 
an independent public figure or even 
a citizens' group could act as a scrutineer 
at that meeting. The scrutineer should 
have the right to go through all docu· 
ments. The public should be told why 
certain applications were rejected and 
why a certain company is being given 
the tender. 

This is what public accountability 
is all about. The Malaysian public, it is 
obvious, wants the Government to 
practise democratic accountability. Even 
within UMNO the demand for public 
accountability bas reached a crescendo. 

26 March 1987 The Executive Committee 

(The above statement did not appear in any 
newspaper- Editor) 
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NEP and Public Opinion 

A !iran hopes that before any major 
decision is made on extending 
the New Economic Policy (NEP) 

beyond 1990 or fixing new ethnic quotas 
Cor the NEP the Government will conduct 
a comprehensive review of the perfor
mance of the NEP since 1970. 

After all Government leaders had 
announced last year that a thorough 
study of the successes and failures of 
the NEP was being conducted by a 
Government panel. 

The Government should obtain views 
and opinions from a wide cross-section 
of the public before presenting its report 
on the NEP to the nation. All groups 
from inside and outside the establishment 
should be invited to submit their appraisal 
of the NEP to the Government panel. 
It is also important that all communities 
are encouraged to participate in this 
process of articulating one's feelings 
about the NEP since the NEP as a public 
policy concerns all Malaysians and has 
an impact upon all our communities. 

It would not be in the interest of the 
nation if vital issues related to the NEP 
are decided in a haphazard manner, 
without proper analysis and reflection. 
The future of the NEP is too big a 
question to be left to the ebb and flow 
of intra-party politics. 

26 March 1987 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

(The above statement did not appear in any 
newspaper - Editor} 

• 
Malaysians Unite! 

I n our effort to achieve national unity 
we have achieved some progress 
in three areas 

o Developing Bahasa Malaysia, as a 
common language. 

o Getting all Malaysians to accept the 
fact that there are different commu
nities living in Malaysia. 

o Fostering a certain degree of tolerance 
and cultivating an accommodative 
attitude, among a significant segment 
of our population. 
However, we must be honest enough 

to admit that the failures overwhelm the 
successes in our endeavour to achieve 
national unity. The most obvious mani
festation of the failure of our national 
unity effort is growing ethnic and reli
gious polari111tion. 

There are many causes of ethnic and 
religious polarisation. Among these 
causes would be public policies that 
divide the people along ethnic lines, 
inter-ethnic competition within the 
middle~lass and the ignorance of the 
historical background of the country 
and the nature of a multi-ethnic society 
among a lot of Malaysians. 

However, the most important cause 
of ethnic polarisation is undoubtedly the 
opportunism of oartain vested interests In 
our country. These vested interests can 
be found in all areas of life. They have 
a stake in keeping the communities 
apart and in exploiting ethnic sentiments. 
By exploiting communal feelings they 
are able to enhance their political power 
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and their economic wealth . Those vested 
interests in politics with a stake in raising 
the communal temperature of the 
country are particularly dangerous. 
Communal politicians of this sort are 
extremely active during party and general 
elections. 

The time has come for all of us, 
academics, students, journalists, pro
fessionals, business people, trade 
unionists, and social activists to fight 
those vested interests that perpetuate 
communalism in our public life. This is 
the greatest challenge facing our multi
ethnic nation. We must create an 
effective multi-ethnic counter-force to 
communalism. 

To create this counter-force we need 
the cooperation of the mass-media. 
Aliran appeals to newspapers, the radio 
and television to give top priority to 
issues in national unity. By this, Aliran 
does not mean Government propaganda 
or superficial reporting of ethnic situa
tions. There should be in-depth analysis 
and reflection on ethnic questions. 

Could the mass-media consider the 
following themes, for instance, for 
analysis and reflection? 
o The historical background of the 

country and how the different com
munities came together. 

o Factors that promote and factors 
that hinder national unity. 

o The similarities and differences in the 
cultures of the various communities. 

o The role of the Government and the 
people in fostering national unity. 

26 March 1987 

• 
Chandra Muzaffar 

President 

Journalists or Mere Reporters? 

A liran agrees with the Chief Justice 
that the Press must be truthful 
and fairminded, and yet, at 

the same time, responsible and self
disciplined. 

The Malaysian press is , on the whole, 
responsible and self-disciplined especially 
when it comes to reporting on ethnic 
issues. However, one is not sure if it is 
also truthful, particularly in its coverage 
of issues pertaining to corruption and 
mismanagement in high places. Neither 
is the press fairminded in its attitude 
towards Government critics and analysts. 

Of late, there has been an undisguised 
attempt within sections of the press to 
curry favour with the ruling elites. 
Sycophancy has become much more 
pronounced within the Malaysian press 
as a whole over the last few years. If 
there is no- sycophancy, there is a great 
deal of self~ensorship. Self~ensorship 
is imposed to ensure that the ruling elites 
do not get angry with the newspaper 
concerned. Sycophancy and self~ensor
ship have eroded the integrity and dignity 
of the press. 

Working journalists should not be 
blamed for this state of affairs. It is 
the management journalists who have 
smeared the reputation of the press. 
After all, it is they who benefit directly 
from sycophantic journalism. 

The public should reject sycophantic 
journalism. They should, for a start, 
make it known to newspaper editors 
and owners that they demand fair, truth-
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ful, responsible journalism. There is no 
justification at all for increasing the 
price of the daily newspaper if the public 
continues to be fed with insipid, mediocre 
journalism. 

31 March 1987 Chandra Muzaffar 
Pres• dent 

(The above statement did not appear in any 
newspaper - Editor) 

• 

Graduation: greater care has to be 
exercised in the recruitment of trainee
teachers. 

Battered Image of Teachers 

T he public is alarmed by the recent 
spate of incidenta of improper 
conduct on the part of certain 

scnootteachers. While the number in
volved is small - considering that there 
are 180,000 teachers in the country -
the effect of these incidents is highly 
damaging to the image of the teaching 
profession. 

It is important to adopt corrective 
measures immediately before the general 
public loses its trust and confidence 
in the schoolteacher. Aliran suggests 
that the Government gives some attention 
to the following reforms involving the 
teacher and the school system. 

One, greater care has to be exercised 
in the recruitment of trainee-teachers. 
Apart from considering formal academic 
qualifications, teacher training colleges 
should also conduct interviews and 
other tests with prospective trainees 
aimed at weeding out those who are 
psychologically and emotionally unsuited 
for the teaching profession. 

Two, the curriculum of teacher train
ing colleges should be re-vamped to give 
greater emphasis to the various dimen
sions of teacher-student relationships. 
Teachers should be equipped with the 
knowledge and skills to handle difficult 
students without having to resort to 
abnormal modes of punishment. At the 
same time, ethics and moral values 
should be stressed in teacher training 
programmes. 

ThrH, psychiatrists, psychologists and 
sociologists should be attached to District 
Education Offices so that they can assist 
both teachers and students when the 
need arises. They should visit schools in 
their districts regularly. These experts 



should work closely with the Inspectorate 
of Schools. In fact, the School Inspecto· 
rate system should be strengthened to 
enable it to play a more meaningful role 
in supervising the conduct of teachers. 

Four, a concerted attempt should be 
made to reduce and eliminate the count
less frustrations that teachers face which 
sometimes drive them into erratic, irra· 
tional behaviour. Class sizes especially 
in primary school should be brought 
down to manageable levels. The huge 
amount of paper work which accom· 
panies KBSR should be reduced consi
derably. A lot of it does not serve any 
purpose. Co~urricular activities should 
also be reviewed with the objective of 
lessening the burden on the teacher. 

Five, the stress and strain on the 
teacher can be further alleviated if the 
automatic promotion system in schools 
is done away with. As a result of the 
automatic promotion system, a lot of 
weak studenta move up the school 
ladder without acquiring the necessary 
intellectual level. Unable to cope with 
their studies, these students become 
delinquents. They create problems of 
discipline in the classroom for the 
teacher. This is why AJiran believes 
that weak students should be retained in 
whatever class they are in and given 
special attention instead of pushing 
them up from year to year. This is for 
their own good. 

Finally, AJiran is of the view that in 
any endeavour to restore the image of 
the teacher, some attention must also 
be given to salary scales within the pro· 
fession. The salaries of non-graduate 
teachers, as a whole, are miserably 
low. These low salaries contribute in no 
small measure to the frustration and 
unhappiness among a lot of teachers. 
Even graduate teachers are not well paid 
compared to officers in the Malaysian 
Civil service. It is partly because of the 
poor salary scales for graduates and non· 
graduates that many teachers reach their 
maximum at the peak of their careers 
and then stagnate in the same position 
until retirement. This is also a major 
source of frustration. 

Aliran hopes that these proposals 
for reforms within the teaching pro· 
fession and the school system will open 
up public debate and discussions among 
teachers, parents and educational 
administrators. Such a debate is im· 
portant for three reasons. First, teachers 
are educators and play a significant 
role in shaping the values and ideals of 
a society. Second, education concerns 
everyone directly and indirectly and 
therefore the situation confronting the 
teacher today is a challenge to the entire 
nation. 

Third, the malaise within the teaching 
profession is a reflection of a more 
serious disease facing Malaysian society 
as a whole. The erosion of professional 
values and ethical standards within 
the teaching profession is symptomatic 
of the decline in integrity and upright· 
ness in almost every other sphere of 
public life. This is why fighting the 
erosion of values in the teaching pro
fession is struggling against the larger 
forces of disintegration within Malaysian 
society. 

6 April 1987 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 
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TITLE OF BOOK PR ICE 

1. FREEDOM IN FETTERS 
Is a comprehensive study of the state of demo-
cracy in Malaysia. It deals with all the major 
laws and institutions relevant to an under-
standing of democracy in Malaysia. It examines $10.20 
all the major trends and developments which 
have irfluenced the practice of democracy in 
Malaysia. 

2. DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY 
Is a collection of speeches made by leaders of 
various political parties & public interest 
societies in connection with the 3rd Dialogue $ 3.20 
of Concern on Parliamentary Democracy held 
in July 1985. 

3. CABARAN-CABARAN SEMASA 

A book in Bahasa Maaysia dealing with human 
rights. democracy. the economy. labour. ethnic 

$ 7.20 relations, education. moral values and inter-
national affairs. 

4. PANDANGAN ALIRAN: 
Mengandungi pendapat, cadangan, analise dan 

$10.20 komen yang jarang tersiar di akhbar-akhbar 
tempatan. 

5. LIMA PERSO,ALAN is the translation of $ 3.70 
.5 Controversies' into Bahasa Malaysia 

6. CORRUPTION contains papers on various 
aspects of this social scourge presented by 

$ 4.20 AI iran officials and guest speakers at a seminar 
held in November 1980. It is easily readable, 
informative and analytical. 

7. T HEAN TEIK: THE OTHER SIDE OF 
DEVELOPMENT discusses the Thean Teik 
dispute objectively and raises the question, $ 3.20 
"Development for Whom?" 

8. THE ARMS RACE: HUMANITY IN CRISIS 
reflects a common humanitarian viewpoint 
on the awful realities of modern warfare. It $ 5.20 
attempts to consider the transformation of 
man and society as the means t owards 
achieving a worLdwide peace. 

9. WE SHALL OVERCOME - SONGS OF 
HUMANITY is a rich and varied collection 
of songs dealing with reality. hope, freedom, $ 4.20 

justice, unity. peace, compassion, etc. 

10. ALIRAN MONTHLY 
1 year's subscription - 12 issues• $10.50 

2 year's subscription - 24 issues: $20.50 

Bank Commission for outstation cheque $ 0.50 

TOTAL 

•Prices inclusive of Postage. For overseas orders: prices are in US$. 
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NO. OF 
COST COPIES 
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Tripoli bombing: Libya punished for 
resisting US imperialism. 

Solidarity With the Libyan People 

A pril 14, 1987 marks the first 
anniversary of the bombing of 
Tripoli by the American forces. 

It was on this infamous day that the 
United States' armed might was un
leashed on Tripoli from sea and air to 
rain death and destruction on a people 
not at war with it. 

The inhuman act was part of a calcu· 
Iated move to cow, humilate and punish 
Libya for its defiant attitude towards 
United States imperialism in West Asian . 
Libya is seen as one of the obstacles 
in the part of American interests and 
designs in the region. 

The incident confirms our worst 
fears that when things are not going 
their way, the United States and some 
of its allies are liable to become as big a 
bully as any known in recorded history. 

The bom bing of Tripoli has convinced 
Aliran more than ever that the use of 
terror and violence in national and 
international affairs is contemptible. 
Terrorism is barbaric whoever the perpe· 
trator and wh atever the situation. 

Aliran believes that ordinary people 
everywhere abhor the use of violence 
and terror for the attainment of political 
or economic goals. This is why people 
all over the world condemned the United 
States' naked egression against the 
defenceless people of Libya. 

On this day of commemoration , it 
is logical therefore for Aliran to express 
its solidarity with the people of Libya. 
Through the people of Libya we 
express our solidarity with the victims 
of oppression and aggression in every 
part of the planet. We know that the 
Libyan people, like people elsewhere, 
desire peace. They do not want Libya 
to become a pawn in the unrelentless 
struggle for world domination by the 
superpowers. 

11 April 1987 The Executive Committee 



No Secrets Please! 

D eclassifying minutes of meetings 
where decisions were taken to 
embark on the Dayabumi Com

plex, Penang Bridge and the Proton 
Saga, will not end the controversies 
surrounding these gigantic projects. The 
minutes will merely reveal how certain 
decisions were made and who were 
responsible. 

Even if there was corruption or 
nepotism - as is being alleged by certain 
quarters - it will not be shown in the 
official Minutes or in other government 
documents. 

The only way to get at the truth is 
to allow for an open public inquiry into 
these projects. After all, Dr. Mahathir 
Mohamed has quoted the example of 
President Reagan and the United States 
administration in the Iran-contrasscandal. 
It is not because of the willingness of 
President Reagan to release certain State 
documents that some of the wrongdoings 
in that scandal have come to light. It is 
because there are a number of public 
inquiries into the scandal that some of 
the truth about what really happened is 
now known to the American public. 

We have our own example to show 
that de-classifying the minutes of Cabinet 
meetings alone will not reveal the truth 
about a particular episode. Certain 
sections of the minutes on Maminco 
were read out in Parliament in December 
last year. But the public is still in the 
dark about how a mere tin-support 
scheme became such a colossal disaster. 

This is why Dr. Mahathir should 
initiate open inquiries not only on the 
Penang Bridge, Dayabumi and Proton 
Saga projects but also on other scandals 
like Maminco, UMBC, EPF and BMF. 
Dr. Mahathir's opponents in UMNO 
should demand such inquiries if they 
are men and women of integrity. 

Finally, Aliran cannot help but 
observe that Dr. Mahathir's readiness to 
declassify certain documents shows 
how the OSA can be abused for certain 
political purposes. The public has a right 
to know the truth about Government 
projects not because of some tussle for 
power within UMNO but because it is 
their inherent right. Public accountability 
is a sacred democratic principle which 
should be upheld at all times. It should 
not be made a plaything of intra-party 
politics. 

14 April1987 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

Penang Bridge: nothing less than an open 
public inquiry! 

Reflections on 
the Malaysian Constitution 

30YEARS 
AFTER MERDEKA 
A !iran will be holding a 2-day Conference on the theme Reflections on the 

Malaysian Constitution: 30 Years After Merdeka, The Conference will be 
held on the 15 and 16 of August, in Kuala Lumpur. 

• _ 'Bapa Malaysia', YTM Tunku Abdul Rahman. will open the Conference. Among 
• the distinguished speakers who have agreed to participate are the former Lard 

President, Tun Mohammad Suffian, the leader ot the Parliamentary Opposition, 
Saudara Lim Kit Siang. the President of the Bar Council,- Param Cumaraswamy 
and the ChatrmaA Of the Sabah Foundation, br. Jeffrey Ki;tingan. Aliran President, 
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar, will provide an overview at the .close of the Conference. 

The topics 10 be discussed will include the role of 1he Judiciary, the rote of 
Parliament, the , rule of law, fundamental liberti~s. state-Federal relations and 
ethni:c aspects of the Constitution, 

The public is cordially invited to attend. More details will be provided in the 
next two months. 

Tan Chee Bent 
Organizing Chairman of COnference 

How To Become 
An Aliran Member 

O f late there have been many enquiries seeking information as to how to 
become a member of Aliran. 

Some hav.e queried whether Aliran practises restricted membership; Others 
have wondered if Aliran's membership is confined to intellectuals and academics 
only. 

Well, the truth is our membership is open to all thinking, caring and feeling 
Malaysians. Our membership covers all wa lks of life. 

However, there is one condition. You must first read our Basic Principles, 
which is available on request. If you subscribe to these Basic Principles. you 
are welcome to seek membership. 

An entrance fees of $5.00 is chargeable and the subscription is $1.00 a month. 
Be warned! f\4embers are expected to be active promoters of Aliran ideals 

and participate in its activities actively. 
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